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Vol.IV.
VILLAGE
_

E. N. i~ii6~i,PROP'R.

CANTON, ME., THURSDAY, JULY 29, 188G.

I

&

1

VICINITY.
-The races were postponed lo \\'ednesin the trap but a clay or two. There were beast,-a
liar, a theif, a robbt:r, a murder___
__
_ daJ,:rncl Thurs,cI,ay on acc?unt 0 (" th e rai: 1 some cill" boarders who wanted a little er-allot
which is so often demonstrated,
--. -on I uesday.
l h__
e track 1s 111 fine conc!t- bear steak for breakfast.
-Doi;· days began Sundav.
t10'.1and the ent, ,es well filled. ,\ special
,
.
.
so surely ought the rumdrinkers
to be
,
, .
.
· . .
I tram runs from ,\fcchanic Falls Thursdav
:VIr. and .\Irs. Chas. Pane from Bndg- boycotted.
Reach right o,·er the crime to
-l.?
bn~n of Lewrs_ton, "_ 111_tow;1.
t~rning
and returns at the close of ra- ~on. ha,·e been in town ~he past week, Yis- the cansc. the taproot
drunkenness.
and
-J. I<• Ila111e, of Lewtston. ts 111town.
e. •
1t1ng fncncls and old neighbor,.
It ,eems punish the clrnnkarcl as you do the perpe-E. M. Thayer of So. Paris. is in to\\"n ..
-:-,\Ii:: Fa1:'.rnm,~usti,n
hacl_a ,·ery ~ar- good to see their faces again. as it has trators of the crime, (he is sure to do it.)
-A
ll p.·.
f R
. . . .
' 0 " escape fiom ,cllou, lllJt! 1.1 •Jul_, 1., th • 1 been quite a number of vear, since thev And lest he ma.i find a Yankee dodge for
· • 1ice o
umto, d, " 111 to\\·n. Ile \\"ent up on the roof of the barn to,
•
•
~
-John
French of Lewiston. is in to\\"n. place a shingle "·here there \\"as a leak, ha Ye bot_h been here.
.
his cle,·ilish acts, if he look~ drunk. talks
,
.
h,s foot s!tppecl and he fell to the ground,
Mr. K1tchell, the old gold h11nter, is on drunk, acts drunk, p11nish him as a drunk. -S. 11. I laskell, of Aubnrn. 1s attend- bruising
hi, bodv considerably,
but no a three weeks expedition in our wilds after ard.
•
1
mg t~e races.
. .
.
bones were broken.
gold.
He has another man with him.
(OLD Pn:(on war path.)
-See
ad,·. of State ~onnal
School,
-The
:\Ierchant's
Xational
Bank ofl Thev camp out on the stream.
He comes
F
Farmington.
i\lt'.
Portland._ has sued the Canton Lumber even· vear and finds some e,·en· time
.
rye.
.
.
-Frank
R·i""son of ~lech·rni. F·\!I, ·as Co. for $30.000. and attached the mt!!.
• • .
,,
•
Last Saturday a delegal10n tram the
in town Tue;da,r.
'
' c ' •• "'.
The mill is shut d?wn, and according to
The r_a111
cam_e lhursday, and we ha,·e Canton Praring Band held a meeting at
•
latest reports the hrm has been unable_to had a lllCe wett111g down.
the Porter s.chool ho11se and Suncla,· thev
-Isaiah
Pornpi!IL-1· of Le\\ islon, is at- make ,at,sfactory arrangements
to cont111Bvron farmers "·ill commence ha vitw
'
•
•
tending the races. •
ue business.
The pull: mill has a_lso been this· week, as our .,rass is not ,o for;var~ held two ~t the same place and one at the
-\lrs.
l\'elli~ Prescott of Boston, is ,·is- closed. as they were usmg waste from the j
.
. "
Poplar Ilt!I school house.
All these meetst eam mill for fuel, but th e Pulp Company' as our ne,ghbonng
iting at Dr. Da,·is.
towns.
ings were "·ell attcndt:d and much interest
A.
\Ir·\\.
B ( .. II t
I 1·11
cis not financially
• t IIaffected by the Lumber
was manifested.
ThepeopleofFryesend
11
yi~in;'·at
s·o. i>a,~is.'er arn c c ren, are
ompany s rou) e.
Canton
Point.
them their hearty thanks for the generous
CAR]) OF THAc,K~.-\Ve "·ish to thank
''I
J
E B b k I
b
•
b I u·
I
• l • I I I· I
•
-Samuel
Pompi I Icy of' Au hum. is in the many kind neighborn and friends who
n rs •. as.
• ur an' 1as een 111 a ac eHorts put 1ort 1 111t 1e1r 1e ,at.
1oprng
town, attending th..: races.
assisted us in our recent bereaYement,
state ot health a number of "eeks.
Dr. the spirit of Goel "·ill prosper them in
-.\ ,on of folrn 'l\·ler of Hartford, ha, and contributed
tlm,·ers at the funeral. Gibbs of Li,·ermore Falls. attends her.
their efforts, and \\"ill send them to us
heen sick witl1 chole;·a morbus.
,1·e "·ott!d make especial mention of the
Now your correspondent
is ha Ying his again.
wreath of pansies, by Mrs. C. Jl. Lucas,
B.
-,\]iss Fairbanks of Caren·ille, i\Iass., and a beautiful bouquet by :Mrs. Nahum turn at it. being atllicted 1\"ith a lame back.
:\Ioore.
Also "·e thank the unkno\\"n Dropped a stitch -cau,e.
is l"isiting at Gustan,s Ilayford·s.
East Hebron.
friends who decorated
the gnne
with
Last ""eek Philo Tre:rt. of :\Iedforcl.
-,\!rs.
C. 0. ] Jolt has been ,·err sick tlo\\"ers.
Mass., was at his old home, the residence
Ji·LY 26• l\Irs. Dawly, th e matron at
the past week, but is no" on the g,iin
MR. & .\IRS. Jo11N BERRY.
of vVm. Treat, and wife. The farm is now I the Old Ladies' Ilome. and her sister
-.\Ir.
v\iard\\ell of Boston, has been
'.\l
G'I1
0 f n ·c1 l
stopping a short time at G. I. Yirgin's.
- ---in charge of Elias Johnson.
: rs.
more,
• on a, ,a,·e gone to
-E. R. Woodman and Dr. E. s. JohnOUR
NEIGHBORS.
J. Harmon French is o,·er on his Tobin Portlallcl, to ,\[rs. D.'s home.
son, ?f Farmington, are among the horsefarm, haying.
~- L. Keen finisihecl hauling his early
men 111 town.
B. C. vl'aite has gone to the mountains
potatoes to market Saturday.
lle sold fifW F F
.
Andover,
,vith ten men, haying.
ty bushels for forty-eight dollars and fiye
-t
• • ~d1er has been ppointed P 0st i\lr. and ?,Irs. C. Hill of lla,·erhill,
cts. The drouth injured the crop se,·eremas er at
1n;rmore Fa 1 ,, ,·ice ,V. S.
Mrs. Emily ,\.right
i, , i,iting friends I)··
Treat, resigned.
:\Iass., are staying at the Andover House. and old acquaintances at the Point.
-The next mt:eting of the Ladies ReAmos Cutting
and Samuel l\Iarston
The crops are looking finely.
Oats esDaniel E. Keen and Iliram
R. Keen
lief corps will be at Grange J !all, Tues- ha,·e each received, by a legacy left them pecially are ,·ery hea,·_r. The prospect for left here Saturday
for Dixfield, or near
clay, Aug. 17th.
by their brother, the sum of nine hund- S\\"eet corn is good 011 the riYer lands.
there, with t"o horses. rack and mowing
-,\Iisses
Carrie and Helle Swase,· arc reel dollars.
Anr one doubting the power of Brad- machine, to work for G. llcrse_,. on his
;~~J'.t!;~~/~\i~,~':. lluhhard
I Iouse. i>aris,
~,ite a number of summer boarders are. lev·s ·Phosphate to send corn forward, "·ill inten·ale
farm.
staying ,at French·,, IIo_tel.
.
I pi"ease notice a piece of '"·eet
corn on the
lla_,·ing is pretty well along here now,
field~~:~~,;.~~kK."l~~~~>,~~::.'~'.'is t'.:t
The Cong. church
ts unckrgo111g re- farm of Amos Childs,
near the Canton but we sadly need rain.
EYerything
is
for Gilbert Brothers
pairs. Th'e inside i~ to be painted and dee- Bridge, anci his doubts will be remo,·ecl I ,·ery dry.
_
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Subscriptirn $' ,SOP(r i:'aar.
$l.25 if Paid in Advance.
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-Daniel
Gammon has bonght the \\"aterman Knights
farm in Peru. and will
soon moYe onto it.
-.\Irs.
Ech,·in Thompson and son, Arthur, returned
to Berlin Mills, J\. IL
Thursday of la 5t week.
F,~~;~ ~;,ttnt:~·~:';_L\;'~ 11~\~·'·;

,~~t!
stopping

;~<l

among relatives

at So. Paris.

-F. E. Gibbs, Esq., is sick "·i th t,·phoid fever. at the home of his father in
Peru.
llis family is with him.
-i\Irs. E. B. Ila yford ha, bee11 Yery sick
for the past few cla)·s. with cholera morbus,
but is some better at thi, writing.
-The
Cantons and Buckfield, ha,·e a
match g-ame of base ball at the Park Thursday for~noon for a purse of $10.00.
-,\]iss
Esther Austin
returned from
Portland
last week. "·here she has been
Yisiting her brother,,\.
:\L .\ustin, Esq.
- ,\'e recenll v sa\\" a cluste,· of fourleaved cloYer, that gre"· in one bunch,
and there was a fiye-lea,·ecl stem in the lot.
-Thompson·,

orated.
rhe bo":!1ng alley and pool t~- think. for it beats anything I e,·er saw.
ble ~t th e rear of th e Allclo,·er Hou,e 1~ ·;-.rr. C. informs me there is no other ferwell patronized bo th clay a!lcl night.
tilizer on the ground but phosphate.
Pn;.
At this writing the 27th ,re are ha,·ing
Buckfield.
a fine rain.
,\Ir. \V. \\'. Chenery and family, are
II.

Hand playt>cl at the band

;~:n:e~~~s-da;~,~~~'~,~ 1~~ t~\~t ti\~~ti~m: 0 ;,~;
new pieces that ,iere rendered with good
effect.
-Mr
G. F. To\\"le and familv arc
spending·
the summer
at the E'verett
Uouse,
Old Orchard.
~Ir. TO\de and
?o~ot1;f:~.._~:~~~~1:11u:--ical
engagen1ents
there
-A
remarkable
displa Y of brilliant,
dancing aurora boreali~ co~·ering the entire heavens, centering cone-shaped
near
the zenith, on Tuesday eYening, foretold
a change in the weather.

-Arrangements
are being made for another grand excursion over the R. F. &
B. Railroad, to Po,·tland and the islands.
It will probably take place about the
middle of Aug.
Particulars hereafter.

at the Buckfield Ilouse
)Ir. and ,\lrs. Ralph Te""ett of Auburn,
are guests of i\Ir. Owen Spaulding.
,\Ir. and i\Ir,. G. l\1. Atwood were in
to\\·n Saturday, on their way home from
\Veld.
,\liss Annie Forster returned from Boston Saturday, ,,·here she has been for medical ach·ice.
0. II. ]Jersey and family are taking a
yacation at Ilarpswell.
Re,·. \I'm. C. Barro\\"s of Le"·iston. filleel the Baptist pulpit Sunday.
The report is Re,·. i\Ir. Follett·,
health
is improYing.
Zirn Richards fell from a load of hay, injuring his shoulder; no bones broken.
Our corn factory is undergoing impro,·e-

ments, preparatory for fall work.
l\Iurry
•seems to be chief cook.
vVeclnesda_vof last week Dr. C. B. Bridgham met with a serious accident by the
o,·erturning of his carriage, receiving severe cuts about the head and face. dislocating one thu1nh, he~ides other bruises. II is
little son was with him, but strange to say
escaped \\"ith a few scratches.
The carriage and horse "·ere badly used up. The
cause nf accident was clue to a broken rein.
.\t this writing the Dr. is doing well.
Prohibitionists.
don't forget the Oxford
County Con,·ention to be held at Reform
hall.1;11esday. Aug. 10th, at I o"clock P.
,\[.

East Sumner.
Jt.:LY ::G. Funeral of :VIrs. Ezra Keen
occured at her late resicknce last Friday
P. M., conducted
b_l" l\Ir. E. L. ,Varren.
Her age \\"a:' about 6', years.
Her children were all present,
seYen of them reside in l\Iass.
Mr. N. II. Stowe was reported dead on
Friday. but finally rallied and is at date of
this ,;riting. ali,.;, though not expected
to sur\"i,·e but a ver_y short time.
Among
late arrivals
are, \Iiss Julia
R. Barrows from Alfred. and \Iiss Lydia
J. Stetson from vVeymouth, :O-lass.
Emery Doten of Portland has been up
home a few clays but has returned.
Blueberry excursions to Black :\fountain are in order.
Reports say that they
are abundant.
A view from the summit
will repay one for the trip.
SLOCl'M.

E.:;st Peru.
Yet alive-E.
Peru correspondent.
Two
months' stay at Portiand
brings us late
with items, but please excuse.
Dorr da vs began in due season.
E. ~I. 1:-ioward has finished haying: othen pretty "·ell along.
Grain is looking finely, other crops as
,yell. The late clrouth came near upsetting the sweet corn b_usiness,. with some
of our farmers, but ram came m season to
unroll the leaves.
W,B.

-Victor
Holt and '-\'allace Allen haYe
DRE.\D.
franklin
Pl,
just completed and launched a sail boat 011
B
the waters of Lake Anasagunlicook.
It
yron.
From scenes we ha,·e recently witnessed
is 14 i-i feet long and carries 1 6 yards of
JLLY 13.-Our
hay crop will be about I and of "·hich we have read, we are
sail. It is one of the neatest on the lake. the same as last year.
led to exclaim --boycott the rumseller ! "
-A friend writes us the following remOur schools for the summer are mostly But after more reflection. seeing how seecly for diphtheria. which ma_v be of ser- finished, hut the school commenced at creth· the serl"ice i~ performed. and intoxYice to some of our readers :-··Take
the the French settlement
last ,\Ionday. the icants obtained, we are led to exclaim
white of an egg and mix "·!th mustard and sth, kept h,· Xcttie Knapp.
She has 21 "bOYcott the rumclrinker !" For obtain
ti-our, to the consistency of paste.
Apply
to the throat early."
scholars and keeps in a Jog cabin.
They it a; secretly as you ma_,·, drink it as se-:\Irs. Adelia F. Fulier
recei,·ed a ca- are bright and smart children, but a good cretl,· a, vou can, and its effects are yery
blegram from her son, Rev. L. ,\I. Robin- many do not know their letters in English.
trac~able. in the features, the character
son, Tues par, elated at Glasgo\\", S('otland,
Stephen Ta,·lor i, off on a visit to his and the \\"alks of life. eYen in the moderJnly :?7th. i.'he message contained
t\\·o brother at Harrison.
llas been gone JI ate drinker and the upper classes, so callwords, "arri,·ecl
safely," which wilt Je weeks.
lJis brother is a dl'ntist at that I eel, ,1,,cl ,.·hould Ile be among· the lo\\"er
good ne\\"s to his man_;. friends in this
•
•
cinity.
place.
classes, its effects will show itself in the
-Mr. M. F. Packard of Bo,ton, is ,·isitA.
yells and disturbance of quiet people huning friends and relatives ,n Canton and
JuLY 19.-Taylor
caught a bear \Veclnes- clreds of rods away, even into the night
Dixfield.
Mr. Pac_kard is a native ofEast- day. Ile had been gone :i weeks, and went (as we reentl_v experienced.)
As surely
1
ern Oxford: and_ still has a lo,·e for the to his traps after he ., 0 t home.
It was as nun :s the parent of crime, and
scenes of his chdclhood and the ne\\" asso- j
.
"'
I
b
ciations which time has gathered around
about a four-year-old bear, and a poor one; the drinker
the perpetrator-t
1e a user
them.
II is son is with him.
not an ounce of fat on him.
IIe h;i.clbeen, of himself, his family, his neighbors, his

I

I

No.30.

Livermore.
Joel Coolidge,
of Livermore,
aged
•
about 6o, committed
suicide Monda_v
night b)· building a charcoal fire and arranging the drafts so the carbonic oxide.
gas from the charcoal
would come into
the room.
lJe left papers on the table
as to the disposition of his property.

.Weld,
School in Dist. No. 4 and also Xo. 5,
closed July 9th. The teachers
had g_ood
success in gaining the good will of the
scholars.
School in Dist. No. + was
taught
by Miss Cora Badger of ,\yon,
and Xo. 5 b_vMiss :Marion Abbott of B_,·ron.
A. D. llolt has arri,·ed home from Boston, on the sick list.
John Holman sawed IJ.isleg quite badly
ontheclapboardsaw.
11.

CXFJRDCOUNTY
CONVENTI:N.
The legal ,·oters of Oxford County, who
believe in state and national prohibition
of the liquor traffic, and who are satisfied
after the many years of trial, that it can
best be done ·by voting squarely against
the crime, are requested to meet in

Buckfield, Tuesday, August l ),
at r o'clock P. M., for the purpose of perfecting a county organization
of the Prohibition party, making nominations
for
the coming election, and transacting
any
other business that may properly come before the Convention.
TFR"N Ot:T and don't let old Oxford be
behind in the grand army for right that is
forming.
Vh1. T. El"STJS,
For the Committee.

BRIDALBRIDlE.

A romantic wedding took place on the
coYered bridge in \Vinslow.
Saturday afternoon, L. D. Carver, esq., of\\'ateffille
was returning home from \\'inslow,
and
K.
took shelter from a sudden shower beHartford.
neath the COYered bridge that spans the
Another party, consisting
Jt:LY '.!L
Jla_nnakers
agree that the Sebasticook.
of
two couples, had preceded him, who
drouth is broken, and seem glad to have
The
a few days to look after potato beetle and also fled to the bridge for shelter.
other party, on the entrance of the repreneglected jobs.
sentatiYe of the law,' held a hurried
conRaspberries are no"· ripening
and a sultation, which re,ulted
in a committee
spare hand comes handy to gather
them
of the whole being appointed
to request
for winter use.
i\'Ir. Geo. Dyer lm,t a rnluable
colt last i\Ir. Can·er to make one of the couples
husbsnd and wife. As the papers were
week, by getting its leg broken in the pasall straight Mr. Can·er complied.
ture.
The bridal parties stood up in their carC. F. Oldham has t\\"enty acres sown to riages, and there in close proximity
to
oats.
Fort Halifax, where the blood-curdling
.\Ir. Ilenry Par,ons and family haYC re- war-whoop so often resounded, \\·ith the
gentle patter of the rain on the roof and
turned to their farm.
the murmur of the romantic
Sebasticook
:\Irs. :\Iar.,· Bartlett of Belgrade. is ,·isit- beneath for a wedding
march, ,Villiam
ing her son. ,Ym. P. Bartlett.
\IcC!intock
and Almira Jones, both of
vVinslow, were made man and wife.
i\lr. Emery Parsons'
little daughter
Addie, has been Yery sick the past wet>k,
Greater benefits may be cleriYed from
but is better at this writing.
Mrs. Ezra Keen is stricken \\"ith paraly- the Yacation season if, at the same time,
the
blood is being cleansed and vitalized
sis. and can li,·e but a short time.
by the use of Ayer's Sarsaparilla.
An inThe outlook for the Fall term of Free crease of appetite, vigor, and buoyancy of
spirits attends the use of this medicine.
Iligh
school
is extremely
f,worable.
Nearly e,·ery scholar we have seen is planning to attend.
\Ve only need the serIt was a Maine girl of whom the storv
Yice of a first class teache.r to make it a is told that she refused to marry a moi't
devoted
lover until he should ha Ye amasssuccess, as we understand l\Irs. Fogg "·ill
ed a fortune of $10,000. After some exhe a,sistant teacher.
postulation, he accepted the decree and
Re,·. E. C. vVarren from Cong. church ,Yent to work. About three monthe after
this, _the a,·aricious young lady, meeting
S111nner, preahed at the Hall last Sabbath
meet111g her lover, asked: '·Well Charlie,
but left no further appointments.
how are you getting along?"
"Oh, Yery
H.i\I..
well, indeed," Charlie returned cheerfully. "I've got $18 saved."
The young
LIVERMORE
FALLS.
lady blushed and looked down at the toes
Jl"LY 27.-\1r.
Chas. Dunham. of Bos- of her walking hoots, and stabbed the inton, has been stopping in town for a few offensi,·e earth with the point of her parasol. "I guess," said she faintly, "l guess,
days.
Charlie, that's about near enough."
l\Ir. J. F. Lamb and wife are spending a
Harj>er's Bazar.
few weeks at Squirrel island.
:\Ir. J.C. Eaton of Boston, is in town on
"Facts are stubborn things,"
and sufferers .from Chills and Fever find this
a Yisit.
complaint a very stubbo1n fact until they
i\Ir. J. F. Jefferds of Po, tland, ,\"ill soon commence the use of Ayer's Ague Cure.
open a furniture store in the building own- This medicine ne,·er fails to cure e,·en the
eel by Colby Bartlett of \Vil ton, and for- won,t cases.
merly occupied by G. B. Barker as a groBorn.
cery store.
A game of base ball was played at \Vin_Sacramento, Cal.,-July
15, to the "·ifc
L"
of Clarence R. llayford, a daughter.
throp last Saturday,
between the
iverB_vron, -July zo, to the wife of Ohccl
more Falls and ,Vinthrop clubs, \\·hic!t re- \\-ilson, a son.
suited in a Yictory for the former by a
Died.
score of 17 to 8. \\'e understand that an\Ve,t Sumner-July
19,:\Iiss :\lary Xoyes.
other game "·ill be played between the two daughter of Joseph Noyes.
clubs at this place next Sat. urclay.
The Cmbagog Pulp Co. are taking a
1
FLOWERS
t::e,~;~~ 'b1;~t~:1
large amount of poplar out of the river
Pillows, etc. Flowers preserved.
I have madt.:
th
11
1 1
and piling it upon
e bank. They em'I)·1::~~ift~\
:~
ploy a large ere\\".
ders for the above. Prices low; New desi~ns.
Order of
1y7
Re,·. J. L. Ht!! has returned from CanaI
1 • I I •h
•
c1· c,
• •• f
C. 0. HOLT. CANTON.
I ca,
w 1c1e 1c 1as een spen 111ba, aca 1011
ofa few weeks.
E.III- A.
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FOR THE FARM AND HOJ[E.

RUBYMINES.

Fraud in 011 Paintings,
'l'he Brooklyn Eagle has interviewed
an art publisher, who tells how cheap
A. District
in Burmah
Where
Scours, or diarrhea is always caused by
pictures arc made. ".A. fine oil pnmtindig~stion.
'l'his disorder in young
the Gems are Found.
ing" ticKcted at $2 was made in 17
,calves is almost always produced by overfeeding. The milk given to a calf should
Vast Quantities of Precious Stones Un- minutes. 'l'he Eagle continues:
"Are not many buyers defrauded by
.always be sweet ; sour milk is injurious,
earthed by a Little Digging.
cheap pictures painted in the manner
as may be known by the horrible smell of
which you have described1" "Of course,
the excrements of the buttermilk-fed
The London Standard gives some inthe uninitiated
are sometimes
badly
<:alves. One does not realize how much
teresting information in au article comthe future health and thrift of animals
menting on the announcement that the bled. I will tell you a good story, for
the truth of which I can vouch. Some
depend upon the manner in which they
Indian Government has resolved to exare fed when young. But this is true
tract a revenue from the ruby nunes of years ago, while in business in Newark,
N. J., there came into my store an elderand should
be considered.
Calves
Burmah. It says:
ly gentleman, well dressed and bearing
should have no more than three quarts
For ag~s this district, situated about
all the evidences of prosperity.
Ile was
of milk at a meal until they arc two
seventy miles northeast of Mandalay, and
a resident of Newark, he said, but was
months old, when four or five quarts may
extending over an area of 100 square
Fa1·m and Garden Notes.
about to break up housekeeping and go
be given. Warmed skimmed milk is exmiles, has been regarded with something
The use of Paris green on 11otatoes and
West. Among his household effects
cellent and wholesome food for calves.
almost approaching to veneration.
No
other things kills many bees and insects
When from oversight or neglect a calf
stranger has ever Leen permitted to ap- were many handsome paintings, worth
that are useful, and also destroys many
$500 each. These
becomes scoured the best remedy is one
proach the spots where the precious on an average
small birds.
he intended to sell at auction, and
,quart of new milk warmed, with an egg
stones are dug; and, except that they
A Pennsylvania fruit grower prevents
beaten up in it, and given every three
are obtained by sinking pits in the gem- wanted me to send him half a dozen
.hours. When meal is given to calves the ravages of the borer by hilling the
miferous soil, very Ii ttle is known con- cheap oil paintings worth $10 each. I
it should not be mixed with the milk, earth about the tree ten inches in llfay,
cerning this portion of the kingdom.
It sent him the pictures, which he received
with tl::e others and sold the entire lot
but given dry so that it is eaten, and not as the Lorcr appears in June.
is certain, however, that vast quantities
It is a mistake to place the roosting
o-iven at all until the c:ilf is a month old
A girl from Bath, l\Ie., had scarlet of blue sapphires, red (or Oriental) under the hammer. .A. day or two after
:nd will lick a little from the hand first. poles at different heights risiug from the fever while at boarding-school.
She re- rubies, purple amethysts, and yellow to- the sale I saw my visitor, who said that
..New York Times.
front, beGause all will strive to get on covered and went home, a n tl a trunk pazes, beside~ different varieties of chryso- he had sold his pictures, including also
the highest one, and the weaker ones are containing c'.othing worn while she was beryl and spinelle arc found. The dis- the ones wl1ich I had sent him. Imagine
Slo1>• fo,· t,,e Pigs.
crowded ofI and frequently fall to the ill was put away 1Il the garret.
Six trict was looked upon as the special ap- my surprise when he told me that thesix
During the spring and early summer,
ground, only to repeat the process, or, if months afterward two little children panage of the crown, and one of the pictures which I had sold him for $6
many farmers find it difficult to secure
injured, to remain on the ground all playing in the garret opened the trunk most highly prized of King Thcebaw·s
each had brought an average of $35 each.
the necessary slops for their growing
night. Place all the poles at the same and took out wme of the clo th ing. In a titles was "Lord of the Rubies."
The This incident only proves that place and
pigs. On account of the demand, mill
th
elevation.
week both weLe taken very sick wi
g0vcrnment, however, did not work it. circumstances alter the value of cheap oil
feed is usually high and scarce, and the
Potatoes do well on corn land that has scarlet fever, and one died. No 0 ~ 1er All they did was to let out the mines to paint.ings. The seller of the paintings
•bran is cut so close that it will scarcely
the peasants of the province, who, after was supposed to be a man of wealth; he
color water when soaked over night. been manured for the corn crop. Good persons in the neighborhood were ilt
.A.Frccnh geologist has called the ~t- paying so much a month in the shape of was known to be a patron of high art,
Nevertheless, bran contains the desired sod land can also be used. A deep melhas in rentage or license, were permitted to and his collection of paintrngswasknown
properties for the pigs, but it lacks body. low seed bed should be secured by deep tention to the effect gravitatioa
heaping up sea water about t'.le land. carry off all they could find, except to be of the best. .A.II these circ u nMix oil meal ~d process) with the bran, ploughing and thorough pulverizing.
stances permitted the connoisseur to de
one pound to four or five, and when feed- Manure and moisture are essentials. Old The continen_t, are thus all si~uated at ~hen a stone discovcre~ e:xceed~d £10
fraud the public. 11.fanyoil paintings of
ing put to soak the required quantity to manure can be ploughed in. Some of the tops of hills of water; and rn cross- m value. In that case, it was seized by
the merit by unknown artists can sometimes
make a feed. In other words, feed out the best crops are raised with commercial ing the Atlantic ships have fast to go the officials who superintended
downhill, ~hen to cross ~ valley, and washing n.' the gravels,and was supposed be purchased for a song. This is owing
each time what you have prepared, and fertilizers.
to the fact that the artist is in poor ciranother
put to soak enough for next feed. Add
.A.New Hampshire farmer has marked finally to climb
b
d
hhill.
t · The
d calcu- to be by them sent to the Royal Treaslation has een ma
Pr,1ctically, this law gave the cumstances and is compelled to sell the
to this the skim milk and kitchen slops, success with blueberries by transplanting
b e t ah m hm1If -ocoa_n
1 I ury.
product of his brush to obtain bread."
aud nothing outside of milk will beat it. them from their native localities by cut- the surface
h I may.
l e more
Id th an _a
f tha m1 e IKing almost a monopoly of the mines;
~elow t e eve 1t wo~ . ave 1
econ- , for a ruby which is wor~h less tha~ _the
d
Feed this during the summer and fall,
The German Em1>ire.
ting sods and setting in sod grouu • tments exerted no attraction.
sum named may be considered of tnflrng
:and you have a frame . and constitution
The German empire is a union of twenIn a recent geological paper, Prof. J. importance.
Actually, manv of the best
t
to assimilate corn. If fed corn all sum- Theynddo not succeed iu cultivated
ty-five sovereign states-four
kin:,;doms,
grou
, but in an sods
old wornout
paS and
ure . Starkie sketched the value and import- gems were embezcled by the "Wons"
the transplanted
will spread,
six grand duchies, five duchies, seven
mer, when the new crop comes they arc when established give from twenty-five ance of the grasses at the pnsent
day, and other functionaries
through whose
principalities and three free towns. Al1>artially burned out, and if disease is in
•
h
rema:·kincr that thev occupy under culti- hands they passed, while a considerable
the neighborhood they too easily fall a to fifty barrels of berries per ac ~. , vation on~-third of· the entire area of number of the stipulated value never sace-Lorraine, ceded by Franco at the
3 th
peace concluded l\Iay 10, 1871, forms a
prey to it. Thrift is what we want, and
Professor Cook say
c followmg nux- !Europe, inclusive of lakes .and moun- came under the eyes of the superintenth
twenty-sixth constituent of the confederperfect health to resist the prevalent dis- ture will not only vanquish e apple tree tains, while, exclusive of malt and spir- dents. Naturally, when either a sapphire
th
ease. Push the pigs and sell young, louse, but keep off e borers as well. It 1tuous drinks distilled from them, their I or a ruby believed to be worth £10 ation, but it is administered by the centh
tral authority.
The supreme direction
thereby reducing the chances of loss. is to heat to e boiling point one quart products to the value of nearly one hun-1 reached the surface the finder considerWhen there are three crops of pigs on of softsoap in two gallons of_w~ter, a nd dred millions sterling ar~ imported an- edit more to his interest to break the of the empire has, by the vote of the
st
th
sti
the farm, and the plague_ catch~s them, , w~ile ill hot_ oroughly
~ i~to ~he nually into England alone.
There are stone into two and so be able to claim Reichstag or Diet of the North German
d
the mortgage on the farm 1s not lifted.mixture one pmt of crn e caibolr~ ~cid. over 3000 species fitted to occcupy most I the frao-ments as his own perquisite.
In confederation, been vested in the King
th
th
t
-Our Country Hom~.
He inks e bcS way _to apply it is to diverse stations ;nd to overcome nearly\ this w:; many of the best stones were of Prussia, who accordingly bears the
rub it on thorou,.,hly
with a heavy cloth,
.
. .
.
.
d ·d
h title of German Emperor-Deutscher
0
An101111.t o:f Seed .Per Ac1·e.
1
th
every kmd of vegetable compehtion, rumed.
Still, vast numbers
1 reac
Kaiser. The imperial dignity is herediWhen a single grain plant has plenty ~sing e ha nd s also during t h e opera- with
the result that about ninety-five Mandalay.
When the late King detary in
the
line
of
IIohenzol-of room and rich soil, it will often tiller
tion.
per cent of the plants growing in ordi, sired to impress a visitor he permitted
lern
and
follows
the
law
so surprisingly as to astonish any one j
Household
II!nts.
nary meadow land are grasses.
him to thrust his arm into the great jars
of primogeniture.
The emperor exerwho sees it. We have seen occasiona1 l If the oven is too hot when baking
of
rubies
and
sapphires
which
stood
cises the imperial power in the name of
How Horses arc Trained.
oat plants in corn or barley, where twen- place a small dish of cold water in it.
the confederated states. In his office he
In an interview with a trainer of hor- about the royal apartments like bric-aty or more stalks, each bearing its paniWhen sponge cake become dry it is
brac
in
a
London
drawing
room.
In
the
is
assisted by a Federal Council or Bunses, he said to the reporter:
cle of grain, came evidently from a single nice to cut in thin slices and toast.
treasury were some or priceless value;
desrath, which represents the govern"As
for
Rarey,
the
most
of
his
busiseed. Farmers who make a practice of
Whitewashed walls can be papered
and when the fallen monarch and his ments of the incliv1d11al states of Gersowing a bushel and a half of oats, or by first washing with vinegar to "kill" ness was trickery done by locusting and
left
the
country,
they many. The members of this council,
loading. Horses are awfully fond of consort
one bushel of wheat per acre, get as good the lime.
with
them
as their pri- fifty-nine in number, arc appointed for
crops as those who sow twice as much.
locusts and carrots, and they will do carried
some gems of rare each session by the governments of the
Yet other farmers who have sown a larger
Iron rust can he removed from clothes almost anything for them; but loading vate property,
worth.
But during the interregnum
individual states. The legislative funcquantity find their crops diminished when by rubbing with lemon juice and laying is the great trick."
many of these jars of rubies were looted.
tions of "the empire arc vested in the emthey suddenly reduce it. This suggests in the sun.
''What is loading?"
the idea that the tendency to tiller in
Sunshine on mirrors will injure their
"Loading is slipping about an ounce Prndcnce ha5 as yet counselled their con- peror, the Bunclcsrath and the Rcichstag
grain is partly hcreidtary, and seed from lustre, therefore do not haag opposite a weight of lead down the ear of the horse. cealment; though no doubt in due time or Diet. The members of the latter, 397
grain in which the habit was well es- door or window.
You slip a load, to which a small piece the jewellers in London, Paris, and in number, are elected for a space of
tablishecl should be much more prolific
Hot alum is the best insect dcstoycr· of string was attached, down the horse's Amsterdam will have the opportunity of three years by universal suffrage. The
estimating the amount of plunder which vote is by ballot, and one member is
-than that continusously grown from thick
known. Put it in hot water and let it ears, and no matter how vicious the
was last year snachecl from the palace of elec'ed by-approximately-every
-seeding. It may be indeed that we shall
100,boil until all the alum is dissolved. Ap- beast may be it becomes dazed and
the "Lord of Rubies."
When the prim- 000 inhabitants.
·yet grow seed grain in hills, giving each
ply hot, with a brush, and all creeping stupid when the load plugs its ears. The
-------plant abundance of room, and then sowhorse does not understand what has hap- itive methods of the natives are supersethings are instantly destroyed.
He Had the Only Picture.
ing the seed thus grown in the usual manpened to the world when he cannot hear ded by others better fitted to turn over
"Seeing one of Winslow IIomcr's
Recel1>es,
ner, only a less heavily per acre. Supwell, and he becomes as docile as you large masses cf soil, the precious crystals paintings the other day reminds me of a
iPOse, for example, that Indian corn had
B ,iled Salt Jlfackerel.-Soak,
boil, could wish. When a horse is loaded you will be discovered in greater numbers,
sketching tour we went on through
;Always been grown by broadcast seeding, lay on a platter, ancl pour over a cream can yoke him or do anything with him and the owners of valuable rubies will
Pennsylvania.
The artist who accomand that we depended for seed 011 chance gravy.
begin
to
tremble
for
the
value
of
their
and he will not object. It is a thousand
panied him generally chose pretty much
nubbins of cars grown by this method.
To Prepare Cn,mbs for Fish.- Dry times more merciful and far more effec- gems. Diamonds took a downward ten- the same subjects to paint as Homer, so
Would not the plan of growing seed corn the bread i11 the oven, roll, and sift; tive than the horrible plan of putting a dency as soon as the South African digthere was considerable of a rivalry bein hill be regarded as an immense im- will keep nice for a mouth.
twitch upon the car or upon the nostril, gings began to yield plentifully, and tween them as to who would get the
provement. Who can say that an equal
once the market is flooded with the washRoast Lamb.--Somctimes the hind- a practice still indulged in by iomc horse
best material together during the trip.
gain is not to be made in wheat seed by
quarter of lamb or yo:mg mutton will be coupers. Leaden weights are made for ings of the Burmese gravels th~ "~oldArriving at a farm house one day which
a like change in mcthorl of growing?ers" of rubies may find that it Is no
found to be of strong flavor. This fault the purpose. Any small weight will do,
seemed to offer some picturesque induceCultivator.
longer possible to make a "corner" in
will not be discovered until the loin chops but it is better to have one maclc to fit."
ments, Homer sent his friend on ahead
these glittering bits of corundum. . The
Chicago
Herald.
have
been
broiled.
To
overcome
the
and then set out to sketch the old barnCelery
Culture.
finest red (or Oriental rubies) haveh1theryard and its surroun_dings in that origiOf late years the culture of celery has defect, before baking the leg parboil it.
to come from the neighborhood
of
Severe
Punishment.
When
nearly
cooked
remove
it
from
the
nal way which he has.
pccome greatly simplified, so that now
In the primitive jurisprudence cf Rus- Syriam, in Pegu. In Ccylo_ngreat n~:u"When it was completed he gave the
every farmer may have at least a suf- water, dredge it with fiJur and bake it
sia ordeal by boiling water was enjoined bers are found in the ailuvial deposi.s;
until
done.
farmer $5 to break up the chicken house,
ficient crop for home consumption with
in cases of minor i~portance, and in the but the original rock out of which they
so that no other artist rassing that way
.no more trouble than is experienced in
A Nice Tea Disk.-:M:ake a short, eleventh century we find burning iron decomposed has not been searched.
York
many other vegetables.
The plants sweetened pie crust, roll thin, and partly ordered "where the matter at stake Were this done, there is little doubt that cou.d duplicate his picture.''-Net0
Journal.
·started from seed sown in April an!l llfay bake in sheets; before it is quite clone amounted to more than half a grivna of manv more, and much fiucr quality,
in the open groun~1, :ire tr.msplanted in take from the oven, cut in squares of four gold." A curious survival of ordeal would be ohtn.incrl.
])famonds.
_June aud July. Small gruwers do well inches or so, take up two diagonal cor- superstition still prevails to a very large
A New w.,y to Find Gold.
"Small diamonds are all th~ go now,"
to buy their plants, taking care to securJ ners and pinch together, which makes extent in Southern Russia. When a
A private letter published in the Kan- said a Maiden lane dealer to a New York
. stocky one and refuse tall, spindling
them basket-shaped,
now fill with theft is committed in a household the sas City 1'imes tells of a party of Mailamd Express reporter. "!tis strange,
,specimens.
whipped cream or white of egg, or both, servants arc summoned together, and a geologists who were camped m South- too, because prices have decreased alCelery is often grown as a second crop
well sweetened and flavored, antl return sorceress is sellt for. Shou'.d no con- western Kansas one night when a meteor most 50 per cent. within a decade. Peoafter an early crop of onions, cabbages,
to the oven for a few 10inutcs.
fession be made by the guilty party, the fell near them. In the morning they ple who formerly desired an eight or ten
and the like; this is a good plan, for
carat diamond, arc content now with a
Ca1-rot Soup.-Tioil some carrots in sorceress rolls up as many little balls of found a huge mass buried in the ground,
then the land is already rich euough for
Rnbies have almost taken
salted water; when thoroughly done, bread as there are suspected persons and still quite warm. They managed to two carat.
• the celery. In this section the plants are
arc more
drain them and pass them through a hair present. She then takes one of these break off a chunk of about a pound and the place of diamonds-they
·,transplanted in June or July.
Plough
sieve; mix the pulp thus obtained with balls and, addressing the nearest servant, a half weight, carried it to Denver and valuable, and always in demand. Because
·and harrow the ground, work off in rows
as much stock as will make it of the de- uses this formula:
''If you have com- had it assayed. It panned out about 20 diamonds arc easily imitatecl many peothree feet apart, and set the plant six
sired consistency; add pepper and salt, mittcd the theft, the ball will sink to per cent. of gold, 64 per cent. of iron, ple buy the bogus, we,1r them awhile and
inches apart in the row.
BJ sum and
and a pinch of sugar.
Having melted the bottom of the vase; but if you are and 11 per cent. nicklc, with copper and throw them away. They ma:rn a great
press the soil firmly about the plants.
about an ounce of b 1ttcr, n,ix it with a innocent, it will flo::iton the water.'' The other metnls. The party aic going back mistake, for one gcuuinc diamond, if
• 'fhis c. mpacting of the soil is always
tablespoonful of flour, then gradually accuracy of th:s trial, however,
is with dynamite an,1 tools to get the rest large enough to be of great value, is an
necessary;
anJ especially so if the
ad~ thc_carrot puree; let it come to the selc:om tested, as the guilty person in-! of the mctl'nr, which they calculate heirloom worth preserving. The diamond
weather be dry at the time of transplant....,,,,._
boil, slnm off supcr1hous fat, ancl srn·e vanably confesses before his turn ar. weighs .five tons. . lf the essay holds out fields of Africa have caused prices to ~Cl
with ·dice of breau fried in butter,
rives to undergo the ordeal.
:1 they'll get a ton of guld .
down."
llernedy

f'or Scours

In a Calf,

The celery once planted, there is lit:le
to do from six to eight weeks except
running between the rows with the cul ti,
vator or keeping the plants free from
weeds with a hoe.
In August the earthing-up process
necessary for bleaching the stocks begins.
The first operations is termed by gardeners "handling," which means, after
the soil has been drawn up to the plants
with a hoe, the operator then takes his
hands and presses it still closer about
the plants, so as to keep the leaves in an
upright position. When autumn frosts
are imminent the soil must be banked up
with a spade.-New York Wvrld.

SCIENTIFIC SCRAPS.

The bed of the ocean, says a foreign
writer, is to an enormous extent covered
with lam and pumice stone. Still more
remarkable is it to find the floor of the
ocean covered in many parts with the
dust of the meteorites .
An examination of 10,000 prescriptions
by English physicians has ~hown the
dru"'s most used to be chloroform,
bro;ide of potassium, sal volatile, glycerine, syrup of orange peel, wine of
ipecacuanha, sulphate of quinine, bica;bonate of soda, carbonate of ammoma
and bicarbonate of potash.
The quantity of poison conveyed in
fano-s of venomous snakes appears to be
vcr; small, but of very powerful quality.
Dr. Vincent Richards of Bengal mentions
a krait which quickly killed three men
and seriously poisoned a fourth by bites
given in rapid succession. He esti~ates
that the reptile carried eight grarns of
liquid venom in its poison glands, which
arc smaller than those of the cobra.
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The original occupations of prominent
actresses have been curious and diverse,
says the New York World. Maud Granger, who was as fond of rolling up her
pretty eyes as Mary Anderson now is,
earned her first money by going out by
the day as a sewing woman. Jenny Lind
used to help her mother to keep a boarding house in Sweden. Clara Louise Kellogg's mother used to give Spiritualistic
• seances to raise the money to train her
daughter's
voice.
Sarah Bernhardt
made buttonholes for a little, unfashionable dressmaker in Paris. Rhea was a
harum-scarum French hoidcn of 14 when
,, she went on the stage in the provinces,
and was continually in disgrace and
down for fines because of her lively behavior at rehearsals.
There was a
stuffed tiger used in the play, a French
farrago of oriental impossibilities,
and
one day at the rehearsal she stole behind
the leading gentleman with the tiger in
her arms and clapped it on his back in
the midst of his most impassioned love
scene. He was so startled he fainte<l,
and on the books of the Lyons theatre is
still to be seen this entry under the head
of "fines:" "Mille. Rhea, for frightening
M. Blank with a tiger, 5 francs.

among them are some of the best-looking J
and most intelligent ladies of the capi, I
tal. They come as a rule from good
familics. Many ~f them ar; the widows
of noted generals, the daughters of exGovernors and ex-Congressmen, and now
and then you will find the relative of a
Prcsicle!!t or a Cabinet Minister.
Many
of them have travelled widely and the
great majority are educated and refined
laclies. They do all kinds of work and
receive salaries ranging from $720 to
$1800 a year. As money counters they
arc much more expert than the men, and
the rapidity with which they can count
thousands upon thousands of dollars
.
.
.
w1t~out 1:1alung a mistake makes your
brain whirl as you watch them. The3e
money counters ~et. about $75 a mon th ,
and they count m~lhons of dollars every
mon th • At one side of each one on th e
table lie great piles of grrenbacks, clone
into packages as they come from the
press. I am speaking now of th e reclemption bureau of th e Treasury.
These
bills arc old and • dirty. The Rtrip of
pnper around each package of 100 bills
st ates where they came from a n cl who
counted them in the country. The young
lady takes this off, and, moistening her
fingers with a wet sponge in front of her,
she counts the bills like lightning, and if
the package is not right she reports to
the chief, and the banks from which the
bills come must stand the loss. The girls
selcfom make a mistake, and if they do
so or pass a counterfeit without noting
it they must make the mistake good, and
the amount is taken out of their salary
They can tell, however, a bad bill simply
by feeling it, and a bank cashier will
make a hundred mistakes where they
make one.- Washington Letter.
II

A Mexican

Custo1n.

When a Mexie:1n lady is widowed
(says a correspondent of the Kansas City
Journal) a family council is immediately
called, her male relatives and those of
her husband charging themselves with
the education of her sons !Incl the care of
herself and daughters quite as a matter
of course. Though the widow and her
grown-up d::u:ghtcrs may be accomplished as well as poor, nobody dreams
of the possibility of their doing anything
toward supporting themselves, and the
proffered aid is calmly accepted as an
hereditary right.
Even if the wiclowecl
mother is healthy she can by no means
be inc1epenc1cnt. Custom, which here
rules with iron hand, prescribes that the
entire superintendence
of her property
and the education of her children shall
be delegated to her male kindred, and
unless she is really an aged woman she
must reside with her relatives.
So
!horoughly are l\frxi.can gentlemen imbued with this idea of wo1nanly dependence that they do not regard the care
of any number of bereaved families as an
~njust burden, but, on the contrary,
when a man marries he virtually contracts to befriend all the female kindred
of his lady love and to provide for them,
if need be.
This sort of knightly
courtesy makes matrimony a serious matter, and perhaps accounts for the number of eligible bachelors with which
Mexico abounds; but, bamlinage apart,
it is a beautiful custom, and a strong
proof of the innate chivalry of Mexican
gentlemen is found in the fact that ·the
estates 0f widows ancl orphans are invariably administered with scrupulous
honesty.
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.A.fashionable New York mocliste has
given a Mait ancl Expre.~s reporter some
points on women doctoring their hair to
obtain certain effects in color. Said she:
"Women are blessed with such luxuriant
hirsute adornments they rarely ever become bald. If they did not attempt to
doctor their hair it would never fall out,
unless some scalp disease caused it. In
nearly every hair store you visit will be
found a hair lotion specially prepared to
do something wonderful either in the
way of producing extraordinary growth
or changing the color from a sanely to a
golden, or as desired.
·women have a
fondness for experimenting with their
hair, and cannot resist the temptation to
try all the nostrums offered. I say nostrums; some of the stuff may be good,
used in moderation, but moderation is
rarely observed.
Women are all allopathetic in hair remedies.
I have seen
many a beautiful sult o[ hair ruined ty
applications of lotiom.
I know a young
married lady who moves in the highest
circles. She hacl long, wavy, blonde
hair, the envy of nine-tenths of her
friends.
She concluded that she wanted
it a shade lighter--somc
one had toid
her that it would adcl to its beautv. She
began by using borax and a lot ~f prepared stuff, guaranteed by each person
who sold it to do its work effectually
and without harm. Her hair is now an
ugly shade of sorrel and completely dead.
It is also much thini1er, and will all
come out, I think, in a few years. Her
case is but one of many. If women
would only take into consideration the
fact that health, as a rule, give, vitality
to hair they would not use so mttny ineffectual remedies. It is enough to have
a race of baldhcadcd men-may
the fe ..
males be sparcl1."
The

Jlepnrhnent

Wouten.

Tl:cre are 4000 women in the gc verolllent departments at Washington, and

1'1aking

lier

1'hings

Last.

Every housekeeper knows how careful
treatment keeps table linen and household furniture. Girls do not always know
or remember that great care of their own
little possessions will often enable them to
dress nicely on very little money. A lady
says: ''When I was a girl there was one of
my young friends who was distinguished
for 'making her things last.' Her dress,
hats, glov cs and ribbons were a marvel
of durability. I used to wonder how she
managed to make them last so without
their looking shabby, but r'ceased to <lo
so after I had vi,itecl her at her own
home. The reason why her clothes wore
so long was that she took such care of
them.
Her dresses were brushed and
folded· aw1y carefully, and the slightest
spot on them was removed as soon as it
was c11scovcrcd. Her hat was wrapped
in an ol<l pocket handkerchief, and put
away in a box as soon as done with, the
strings anrl laces being straightened and
rolled out most symmetrically each time,
Her gloves were never folded together.
but were pulled out straight and laid fiat
in a box, one upon the other, each time
they were used, the tiniest hole being
mended almost before it had time to show
itself. But the thing that impressd me
most was the care she bestowed on her
ribbons. 1Vhen making up bows she
used to line the upper part of the ribbon
with white paper, and this not only prevented the ribbon from becom;ng limp
and creased but kept it clean, so that
when the bow was soiled on one side she
could turn the ribbon, and the part that
hacl been covered came out looking new
and fresh. That girl married and brought
up a large family. Her husband had to
fight his way, and did so bravely, and
was unusually successful, for he became
wealthy.
But his prosperity was due·
quite as much to his wife's care and
economy in saving money as was to his
in making it.
Ji"ashlon.

Notes.

Lace mitts arc again worn.
Lace mantles are profusely trimmed
with beads.
Egyptian and Oriental lace are used for
:flounces over colored and white dresses.
Satin duchess skirts are worn with
bodices and draperies of escurial grenadine.
Cashmere and camel's hair serge are
serviceable materials for travelling costumes.
Batiste and zephry dresses are trimmed with bands of white or colored embroidery.
Matinees of lace, lined with colored
silk, are worn with dark silk skirts with
a demi-train.
Lustrous silk-warp white materials are
employed for mourning dresses for informal occasions.
Embroidered crape, gauze and muslin
arc shown in most elaborate designs and
beautiful coloring.
Large buttons are used to tnm dress
panels. The rosary beads, now somewhat passe, ore utilized :ts buttons.
Beade<l bodices glistening like Lohengrin's armour, and mnrlc in cnir:iss form,
are charmingly bccomiuz to divinely tall
beauties.

::il~ce ~he arrival or warm wea~her the
m~dical J.ou~nals have come ou.t m forc_e
with hygiemc rules.. The leadmg medical journal of France ~as published a
pamphlet protestmg agamst the extravaga~t u~e of artificial mineral waters,
which, it. f~ts forth, do the double d~mage of ch1ll111gthe stomach, thus laymg
the foundation for gastric catarrh, while
the limestone held in.deposit in the c~rbonated waters finds its way to the kidneys and eventua.lly produces Bright's
clis~ase•. The pamphlet alsu ~rotests
agamst _ice-water as a provocative of
catarrh m the stomach. It further mys:
:•water. shoul~ ?e drank cool, but not
!Ced with the Jmce of a quarter or half
a le,mon in it.
Mineral water should
alwavs be swallowed slowly. It is not
the stomach which is dry, but the mouth
and throat.
If you toss off a drink of
water you throw it through your mouth
and throat into your stomach without
doing the former any good, while you
injure the latter by loading it with what
it does not require. Drink slowly, and
keep the water in your mouth for a moment when you begin. If you work in a
hot room in hot weather tie a damp cloth
around yonr temples, and you will not
experience half the cravings for drink
vou otherwise would.,,
For some time the Hydrographic
Office has been collecting and publishing
information about the use of oil upon
waves at sea. Reports furnished by
Captains from all parts of the world have
been printed on the monthly pilot charts,
and at the end of the last calendar year
the reports for twelve months were
issued in a pamphlet.
The dissemination of the f, cts narrated by these obserrers appears to have convinced many
mariners that lives and property can be
saved by the use of a few cents' worth
of oil, for in some of the South street
ship chandlers' stores oil especially prepared for use in gales is now advertised
and so:cl, and the dealers say that it has
become '•the fashion" to carry oil on
board ship, and to use it when vessels
are threatened by heavy seas.
For a number of years past there has
been a steady flow of 40,000 to 50,000
Scandinavians int.o this country.
The
great bulk of them settle in the Northwestern States.
Minnesota, especially,
swarms with Norsemen. The census of
1880 shows that there were then 181,729
Norwegians, 194,337 Swedes, and 64,106
Danes in the "C"nited States-a total of
440.172.
Since then-six
years agofully a quarter of a million bas been
added to these figure3 by emigration,
and Dakota has attracted not far from
50,000 of them. In a few years Dakota
will be as full of 8candinavians as Minilesot:i, if the present rush continues.
They are also beginning to flow into
Montana and Idaha, Oregon and Washinrrton.
An Im•ortn.nt
Function Stlmuln:ted.
The kidneys exorcise most important
functions, which are so wea.risomo
that
they
tax to the utmost the streni:th and endurance
of these busy little organs. Every breath, every pulsation of the heart, every movement of
a limb, ovary thought makes waste, and necessitates the development
of new atoms. The
used up particles in the blood are sifted from
it and dissolved in a watery fluid by the kidneys, which then discharge this fluid into the
bladder.
A train of disasters to the system
would follow if these uashes, ,, so to speak, were
not thoroughly
drained oft' and discharged.
This is the case when the kidneys become inactive. Hostetter's Stomach Bitters, by restoring their activity, not only keeps open a most
important
outlet for impurities, but prevents
diseases of the kidneys themselves,
which
when inert become liable to fall a _prey to diabetes, l:!right's disease, mephitis, albumenuria,
and other ma.ladies specially incident to them,
which, although not specially rapid in their
progression,
are particularly
obstinate
and
fataL

There are 233 towns in this
which horse street railways
There are required to conduct
try 16,843 cars, 84,577 horses,
miles of track.
According

to the testimony of physt clans
in all parts of the Union, deaths
have resulted from the use of cough syrups,
conlaining morphia, opium and other poisons.
In this connection,
Dr. Sam'! Cox, of ·washington, after careful analyses, endorse3 Red
Star Cough Cure as being purely vegetable,
and absolutely free from opiates, _poisons and
narcotics.
Price, twenty-live cents.
'Ihe prominent
ho!els and restaurants
of
Paris sell their broken me,t to contractors,
who are called "jewelers."
Some of these
contractors
have made fortunes in the busiIllSS.

Dr. R. Butler, Master of Arts, Cambridge
University, England, says: "St. Jacobs Oil acts
like magic."

-------

A Wisconsin County paper that suspended
the publication
of one issue because the
whole force bad gone on a picnic. announced
that ''our readers ctn get along without a
paper for one week by calling at the barber
shop for the la.test news."
"How Can Sbe Ever Love Him f"
Is what yorr you often hear said when the prospee tive groom is the victim of catarrh. "How
can

she

ever

bear

such

a breath

in consumption,

or perhaps

in insanity

No opium in Piso•s Cure
whcl'e other

.F<m RAT£:s

Fubllbll~r.

for

of blood,
Addresi

The English sparrow has crossed tbe con·
tinent and appeai:s in full force in Califor·
nia.
How Women

Would

Vote,

Were women allowed to vote, every one !n
the land who has used Dr. Pierce'e "Favorite
Prescription"
would vote it to be an unfailing
remedy for the disea;;es peculiar to her eex.
BY druggists.

--------

There have been found 2i5 varieties
Terri1ory.

in Washington

of birds

The farmers, in their swamps, we're sure,
Could fiutl the roots and plants that cure;
If by their knowledge they onlv knew
For just the disease each one grew,
Take c~urage ~o,v and ~\Swamp-Root"
try--(for k1dne)', l,verantl bladder complaints),
As on thIS remedy you can rely,

1
Enciose~1':;cf~11~~~r1a"!ro~ ~\\,~c~;,_.;l\ ~~-of'
Pisa's Remedy
for Catal'l'h.
'I'he sample
packa.,i:e, re.:eived in June, gave perfect satisfaction..
GILL lllESSEK
HARTFORD MILLS, N.Y .. Aug. 8, 1885.
I have used a little over half a package of
Pisa's Remedy for Catarrh, and it has helped

fi1.{v~~~:J.hap f~~r~~~i~~~tet;~t ir!:~~'{;"r~
me.
I can and do recommend it to other3 whoare troubled with that disease.
R:i;;v. A. DAMON.

When
you get your
boots
and
shoe!!'
straightened use Lyon's Heel Stifl'eners;
theywill save you money, give you comfort an<}
keep them straight.

THIS IS A TIME OF DANCER
Dangers, In the shape of alarming
llls, threaten
As a healthful summer drink, with water, milk.
the household at this season, which, 1f neglect-ed,
iced water, lemonade. et.Tervesceut draughts
and.
become prostrating
diseases.
To guard against
mineral ·waters, it Js the best.
them requ1l·es vigilance, abstinence, and SA..)iFORD'S Mothers worn out with the cares ot maternity or
GISOER.
the household, or whe,n weak, nervous and hysterical, should take a dose o! this deltclous
1nY1gorThis unrfvalle~l houc;chold panacea and delicious
:Ko other remedy ts so wholesome, palatable.
swnmer medicine Is an original combination or Im- ant.
ported
Gingri·. Choice Aromatics,
and French
and safe for delicate women 1 young children, a.m.J..
Brandy, vastly superior to all other "gingers" and
the aged.
household rnetliclnes known to physicians.
Jror the nervou~. sleepless,
and mentally
nnct
1t instantly
relieves cramps, and pains, speedily
physically
o,·erworked
or worn out, SAXFOnD'3
checks all forms or summer complaint,
prevents
GrnoEn ls a pure and safe invigorator.
lt eradiindigestion, destroys dtsen..r.;cgerms in water clrwlk,
cates a craving for intoxicants in those addlcteu to
restores the circulation
and digestion
when sus- their excessi vc use, allays
nervousness,
u::,shitspended by a chili,-a
frequent
cause qf cholera
digestlon, and promotes sleep.
morbus,-breaks
up colds and fevers,
and wards
Beware of worthless "gingers," oftcnsivoly urgcQ...
off' malarml, <.·ontagious, au<.l epide1nic influences.
by 1nercct:i.ary clrugglst.s, on those who call ror

SANFORD'S
Is Sold by nll Druirirists

,,q,rA,

C8NCER,

SANFORD'S

CINCER,.

and Grocers.

The Delicious

lllcdicine.

Su1nmer

with small capital make $5 to $25 per day
with our amateur Photo Out.fl.ts. No experience required. everything sold ready,,
for UEO. It pays big with other business, in stores..
a;:Y~m3'~()from bou~e to :~~~e1 ~::~~~ft~te~~

MEN

A~v:i'.1.co\HERS.

~g~;

RUMENTS.

MS

al.so copy and ent~.~o
:l~k, ~~~·-

AND
tf

l:ir~e all styles and
t~t~rs ~i:,k or 8so-aran;

book, "How to Make Photographs,"

and. Sample Pt~
made b~pire
AmateurCamera,
i;:;:entoosMa!Edtor12
a~~8;andr~dr~~~Wrn~~'!1i1:gi~
~uipmentCo.,
&31Canal St., N. Y.

-

IU
VI

N.

Pimples.
Dlotcheo, Scaly or Olly Skin ..
Blemishes
and all Skin Diseases
Cured,
nnd Complexion Benutifled
by

I

Beeson's
Aroma!ic
Alum
Sulpimr
Soap,
Sold by Druggists or sent by mall on receipt of
25cent.s by W!II. DREYDOPl'EL,
Manufacturer,
208 North Front St., Phlla~

•o Ropeto Cut Off Hors111'
lllanes.
Celebrated 'ECLIP~IP
HALTER
and BRIDLE (;omblned, cannot

forms.

be Slipped

by any horse.

Sample

~~~~;t tgras~:'
~cif
Ji~aR·s8aJd?:r;,n
.
Hardware anrl Harness Dealer~.
Special discount to the Trade.
Send !or Pr1Ct\• Ll!=!t.

J.

C. LIGHTHOUSE,
RocheMtcrs N. J{.

25c.
to tn.t

'l',v~ntY-eigh.t

OutofSorts
Persons or a dysp p~ic tendency are often "out of
gorts," cross and peeYish. The failure of the digestive organ"> to clo tt:.ell' duty, the severe headache
distress in the stomach, heartburn or oth "r indica~
tions o! dyspep ia, cat1c;e ;rr.tability,
confusion of
mtud, and a miserable frelin~ 1t is impossible tJ de·
scribe. Hcol's Sarsaparilla
tones up the digestion
nnd rouses the kidneJ sand liver to prompt and reg ..
ular action.
"I have used Hood's Sarsapa.rilla for sick headache
and indigestion, and it has relieved me of days and
wce_.kso! sick:ness and pain."-M ..\RY c. S?i1ITH
1 Cambridgeport, Mass.
"For the past two years I have been afflicted with
severe headache and dyspep-,ia. I was induced to
try Hood's Sarsavar1ll3. and having found great
relief, I cheerfully recommen:i
it to all 1imilarl7
a.fflicted."-Mns. E. F. ASNA.BLli:, Ne\'V Haven, Ct..

Hood's Sarsaparilla
Bold by all dru'{giFCts. $1: six for $.i. Prepare1 vnly
by C. I. ROOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mau.

Catarrh.

A great many people are afflicted with Ca;tarrh who do not know· what ails them; and a,
'•great many more continue
sufferers
who,
might be cured.
Tbickeningof
the membrane which lines the
nasal passages, thus making breathing
difficult; a discharge from the nostrils, more o:r
less copious, watery or thick, according to th•
stage of the disease; a sense of fullness in the
head; p, constant inclinat.ien to spit; and, in
advanced cases, a dropping of intensely disgusting matter into the throat, are a few of th&
prominent symptoms of Catarrh.
Deafness, inflamed eyes,neuralgic
pains, sorethroat and a loss of sense of smell, are very
often caused by Catarrh.
All these troubles are cured by Pisa's Rem&dy for Catarrh,
Relief is had immediatelyafter beginning its use, but it is import,}:it that;
it be continued without intermission until the
catarrhal virus is expelled from the system
and healthy secretions replace the diseased,.
action of the mucous membrane.
Manifestly-it is unreasonable to expect a cure in a short.
time of a di~ease that bas been progressing for
months or years,
This question of time is provided for in the,
putting up of Pisa's Remedy for Catarrh.
It is
so concentrated
that a very small dose iss
directed.
The quantity in one package is sufficient for a long treatment,
con~equently the-expense is a. mere trifle, and there is no excuso
for neg-lect nor reason for it but forgetfulness.
A cold in the head is relieved by an applicacation of Piso's Remedy for Catarrh.
The-comfort to be got from it in this way is worth
many times the cost.
'l'he following- letters are specimens of those
received every day, testifying to the worth of·
Piso's Remedy for Catarrh:
ALLEGHENY, Pa., Sept, 26, 1885.
Piao•r, Remedy for Catarrh is doing wonder3.
for me. I believe it will cure any case of Ca-tarrh, i-i-used according
to directions.
Mus. F. JOHNSON, 49 E, Diamond St_

Consumpticn.

1vr u.u\ 1.:rua1u_,, 111 ll11:::. p11~1~r. npp!y

.N E

Let

tg~%;~if,
~:

t~~.hf!~sd ~~:~1;,~'~:dina!f1~~~s
Pierce's treatise on these maladies.
the doctor, Buffalo N. Y.

it bas uo e<J,ua.l..

reme<l ies fail.

'.t'

--------

To Consumptives,
or those with weak lungs, spitting

also as a preventive a~n.inst fever a11tlague and
othc~r i11tcrmil lent fe,·crs.the "Fe1To-Phospl1orat.erl Elixir of Cali~a.ya," 1na.c!c by Caswell,
Hazard & Co .. New York. and sohl by all Drug~ists, is the best tonic; a.ud for 11at.icnts recover ..

Cures

How

Katural e:as is so plentiful
at Litchfield,
Ind., that it is used for fud in more than a
hundred houses.

-------

froiu fever, or otliersil:kucss

0

the husband that is, or is to be, get Dr. Sage's
Catarrh Bemedy, and cure himself before it is
too late. By druggists.

For rlyspcsfa, inrlig-cstion, depression of spir-

111g

?1'

resolve to link her destiny with that of one
with a disease, that unless arrested, will end

u Early last winter my oaughter was attacked
with
a severe cold, which settled 011 her lungs.
We 1ried
1everal medicines, none or which seemed to do her
any good, but sh! continued t.o get ,,·orse nnd finaJly
raised large amounts ot l1·ood Irom h<:>rlungs. We
called h1 a:.family physician. but he failed to do her
any good. At this time a friend, who had been cured
by Du.. WM. HALL'S BA.Ls.or FOlt THE Luxos, advised
me to gtve it a trial. ,ve then got a bottle ond she
began to Improve, and by the use of three bottle,
was entirely cured.

various

Somethln11: About

--------

a,nd coroners,

Another Life Saved.
Mrs. Harriet Cummin~s, or Cincinnati. Ohto,wrltes:

its and general <lnhility, in their

Better results are derived from Ha'.l's Hair
country in
than from any similar preµa.ration.
are used. Renewer
If you suffer with chill• and fever, t..ir.e,
this indm- A.yer's Ae:ue cure. It will cure you.
and 3340

1
1
c~~\J~:C!f
'}i~ii\"f~
fi~<~J~~l~~litt :~·l<:~~ion~
i~:~~
$3 !~~frt~~fF1~~-ro:,L~~1i1
:~rita~~:c~~~r~~~lt
1

',1

IMPORTANT

HJUSEHOLD
R~CIPES.

THE HOUSEKEEPER.

-TO-

MUFFINS.

GOOD
MORNING.

One pint sour milk, 1 pint of tlour, one
tablespoonful of butter, t\\'o egg,, whites
"Good morning, world!" On the windownd
st
a nd yolks beaten separately a
very i~·, I
('. lJ. Lucas wish rs to inform the pnblie that he i~ prPp:ll'P;l to f11n1i~h
seat
--OF
THE-a small teaspoonful of soda. an_d one_ tea- anythin" iii his liiw at Boston prices, as he exchanges_ goods 111,u1111':td11rrdhy
She balanced her two little timid feet;
line. wl11ch e11:1hlt•~ tii111 to glv,~
She clung with her dimpled hands, and spoonful of salt. Adel the whites of the lti,i,~elf"for o-oocls i 11 the \Vatch and Jewelry
eggs last, beat smartly and perfectly free IJ,•tter prices°thau ever. Just co11sider some of our prices.
stood
from
lumps,
bake
in
\\'ell
buttcrl!d
rings
or
\Vho has the welfare of his familv
Framed in like a picture of babyhood,
\\'e will sPll Wm. J<:llPr_r11 jewelled kPy winding \Vatches, :-l-01111cesilv(•1· ,·a,c.
at heart and considers the cost of hard The clambering vines hung low and green gem pans, in a quick oven.
for :;i;l:l.00.
Broadway 7 jC\\'elletl in ~ilver case, for $8.00-11i('kel ca~l' S(Ui0. ~"GR.\IL\~I
GE~lS.
earned dollars.
'Round the sunniest curls that ere were
7 l~lgin. 7j,·w,·l~, i11 11kkel ease for $G)i0, i11silver case $8.00.
;li'o. 1:l Eln·i11. i11:-lou11e,·
~ilvcr
C:t$e
fur $12.00.
Hod;fonl, I-Iampde11, and Illinois Watcl~ Uo.'s at
seen,
T"'o cups milk. d cups graham, ~ cup
prnportio11:1t1•ly '""' pri<'.PS.
K11igl1t., of L,tbor Pi11s from :Jii ('\'lit~ Lo ::j\2.00. \\',:
As she stood with beauty and light im- of fine flour, 1 egg,.:! table~poonful:-; ~ugar, al~o lt:11·e a fi11t•li11Put' K11ivcs. Fork~ ,utd Spoo11s at tlte fotlowi11g pri(·1•~:
pearled,
a little salt, a small piece melted butter,
K:\TVE:---Hoger,:;'
BP~t, $-l.00; 2.1, :;ii:!
..i0. tlhclTicld, $:l.00; Sta11tlartl Silvl'r
And bade "good morning" to all the world. I teaspoonful of cream of tartar, ½tea- PlatP ('o .. $:l ..i0.
FOHKS-Hoger~•
.\ l. S<l.00; \\'all:tCP Brothl'r~', ½LOU; Sl:llld:ml Hilv<•1· Pl:ttP
spoonful of soda
Bake in a hot oven.
"Good morning, world!" and the great
co .. ;J..30.
LE~IOC'i l'IE.
world heard;
Sl'OOXS-TC'a.
8:!.00 pc·r (lo;w11; De~ert, 81.00 pPr pair; Table. $1.1., per p:tir.
Each rustling tree, and each singing bird,
Juice of I lemon,½ cup sugar, yolks of
;\laAonie. Od<l F(•llnw. :rnd all otl1Pr t'1ttlllP111,at low prit:e~ fur ea.sh.
We lrn,·c
The dancing flowers and the fields of grass 2 eggs, 2 spoonfuls flour, ~ cup of milk. a foll line 11!'Ch:1i11s. Char111s, Bar pins. l'i116 a11d Drops, either i11 plate, crap<'. j<'t,
Stl.>'111'
or
solid
gold.
•
:\'added and ,rnYed at the little lass;
Bake with one crust, beat the whites to a
A11ythi11_g·\,·,, do 11nt h:tYe i11 stoek \\'<' t':tn f11rni~h ar ~ltnrt noti<.:<'.
And the far-off hills, and the sky o'erhead.
froth "·ith 2 spoonfuls sugar, spread on
Fine natch Rcpat'ri11g lll all it., branches, also Sewing· Jfichtne and
Listened and beamed as the word 1rns said; and lightly brown.
J.£ode/s bllllt at short notice, and all kinds small .1./acltine
And the old sun lifted his head and smiled
FRL'IT COOKIES.
ll~n-k do1tc in a worlnna11/ikc 11za1mer.
"Good morning. world!''
"Good mornTwo cups sugar, ~ cup butter, 1 cup
ing, child!"
chopped raisens, I egg, .2 tea$poons crean1
A cheery "Good morning" often sends tartar, I of soda, ~ cup milk or water,
Opposite the Depot,
Canton, 1Ie.
a ray of sunshine streaming through the cloves, nuuneg and cinnan1on.
innermost recesses of a household, resting
RHUBARB
PfE$i'D' lVIAR.VELOUS
PR.ICES.
~
there all the live-long day. and again folBeat I egg \\'ith I tablespoonful
tlour
Important becau~c if you wankd to huy a Xcw lows hastening footstep8 into the marts of
and ~ cup sugar; add 3 tablespoonful,;
Carpet within fhe next two months ouy it now. You
business,
lighting up and brightening
will never buy it cheaper than at the present time,
sweet cream, r cup rhubarb chopped fine,
and if you have not all the money to pay down huv '·the ways of the \\·oriel" as it goes.
Complete Novels and Other Works, by Famous Authors, Almost Given Away!
A
it on our contract plan, one-quarter down and the
1 teaspoon
lemon. This makes one pie.
1
halance by the week or month.
hearty "G~od night" often soothes many
1
1
1
CORX ST.\RCII
Pl.;DDI:<:G.
a troubled mind to rest, and heals the
each. r~a.chbook is complete in ilselr.

EVERY
READER·

TELEPHONE,
CANTON

Charles

BOOKS

H. Lucas,

MILLION

FOR THE

rrr~:ii~~:,~~~;;~~i1~r¥iif!i\}:?i~l;~.:l:
::i:ff;l~7r;:~~~~::aJJ£Zn~i
}'~fa(~~i:~~l
i~I~1!£~t11
:~~,;~~;~:~!Fi1:,~

l1nportant because if you ~trc going to refurnish
the Parlor this fall do so now at reduced pricet-. \\'Ounds which have either come anew to a
Xever in the history of the business could we sell
soul, or been reopened by the
goods as low as now. And remember that we tell struggling
11
0
1
harsh words or deeds that are spoken or
~~ Jc;<~rt~~ti~ ;!1~
~~1~~;ct'~~cr~i~~~
ments) goods are higher than one month ago and done in sem;on or out of season, as the
they an.: going higher yet.
BUT as long as our
:-;Lockholds out, which was hought before the rise, daily battle of our life progresses.
we shall continue to sell at old prices as follows:
"Good morning," "·ith a heartfelt wish
l [air Cloth Parlor Suits, from $JS to $So. ::\Iohair
Plush, $40, $-1-S,$50, $6o, $65, $751 $S5, and up to for blessings in the tone of its utterance,

L The l\'ldow
Bcdott
Pnper~.
This i;i the book
o,·er whkh _rnur :::randmotlwr,; lau;;hcll till they criet.I, and
it h ju~t as funn_r to-da_\· a" enir.
2. Jta1u•y \\rork
fur 1101-:ic Adornment.,
an en-

One quart of milk: take one pint and
"·hen nearly boiling add hrn tablespoonfuls of corn ,tarch dissoll·ecl in cold milk,
~~~~
~~~~~ ~:~~t;~
and a little sugar.
\\~11en ready to take
off stir in the whites of t,rn eggs beaten
stiff. ;\fake a cus•,u-d of the other pint of
the milk and th= _Y.)!k, of th~ e.~;s and
cheers the heart of faint and fearful ones pour over the pudding "·hen cold.
This
same
pudding is delicious with whipped
and softens many a hard spot that has
quarter cash, and the balance hy the week or month,
cream
poured
o,·er
it,
11·hich
is
made
very
and thereby enjoy the articles while paying- for place, by inheritance
or cultiYation, in the
them.
breasts of humanity.
The loYe-light, that simple by taking a halfa bowlful of cream
beams from the eye "·hen one is greeted and beating it \\'ith rr Dover egg beater,
with such words as •·Good night" lights and as the cream gro\\·s light and puftj·.
many a weary spirit to a chamber of rest take it off, Sl\'eeten and tlaYor with vanilla.
and peace and to a land of pleasant dreams. That alone with cake makes a delicate
5 patterns for Curtains; almost 2,(X)()yarclsbought
are in order at dessert.
at 1-2 price. The goods are all 42 in. wide, hand- And words of salutations
some patterns, you all know ,,·hat it is, and besides
all hours of the d:ty and in every corner of
we want you to write for sample if you ,vish, BliT
JUST SEE WHAT WE AHE GOI.:VG TO DO.
\Ve will the household.
1
The homes where "Good morning" and
~~l
~?;:;:ys,
~b~'~;s~f~:)s~~' a:~,tt~ p7~eb~~~~e\t~~:~t1~
Wbeu Bab.~· was sick, we ~s\""e her Ca~tor'la,
1
1
"Good night" are carefully and lovingly
c~~;tt~~i~~~s~~d~~k~;:t;; i;;i71;',~~!civ~)
~}!'\~•,~~
~
When slic w:l.s :1 Child. sbo cried for ( agforia,
plcte, for $1 .05 per pair, and we will till any order said, by one to another, are the homes of
for one pair or a hundred pairs as long as the goods
When s110 hC'c:irnc ..liiss, she cl1111; ti, La:,toria,
the world where good thoughts ar~ generhu;;t. Please write for samples or order without
1
'When she had Ch:ld.ren, she ga\·c tLo.u C.1storia.
ated, where good deeds have place, and
~l~~tit~l~:tgb~~r~~~in
~l c\71~~:l~·n
~i1~1t,~! ~~~; ~~:r~d
from whence go out good lives.
in these columns.

:;itt~1l~,:~_:/~~1~-ri:~~~~;:
~r::~~
::";~:::
:.::::
i~#;~~~f
;i~lif~·~I~fa~:~t~,~(~k~::t{;1!~F:~::~~;:
;~~~
3. ·Grimm'~

11

Storie~

for tho Youn,r.

The

'fhe child·

4. The Lady ot the Luke.
By Sir Wa.lter Scott.
The Lady or the Lake" is :..romt\nce in nrse, ao.d of all

the work~ or Scott none is more henutirul than this.
1
0
gu~d~ou~~l~~:n~fsE!!1~
"g~~~t°
i~~e
i~gGi~~l~~~~•o~
modern etiquette for atl occa.;ions.

dfi!~slv

6. The

Stundurd

for Ladles and
giving
r!ain ~ircctions for the composition of letters of every
lund. with innumerable forms and examples.
7. \Vlnter Evcnln,:
J{ec>rcatlons. a large collection
of Acting Charades, Tableaux. Games, Punles,
etc., for
social gatherings,
prh·nt.e theatricals,
and evenings at
home. illustrated.
8. nt~loi:uc11, Recitations
a!ld Ucndlnar111, a large
and choice collect.ion ror school exb1bitious aud public and
prira.te entertainments,
9. Parlor
llni:tc
nnd Chcmlcnl
Exoerlmenb,
a book which tells how to perform hundreds or amusing
tricks in magic and inSlructh·e
experiments wit.h simple
agents.
10. The Home Cook Rook nnd Family
Phy11I•
<>Inn, containing
hundreds of excellent cooking recipes
and hints to housekeeper...:, abo telling how to cure alt common ailme~ts by simple home remedies.
ll. llnnner& nnd Cu"'tom,t In FnrAwny
Land•,
a Yen• interesting and in'-tructive book of travels, del'lcrib•
tog the peculiar life. haf:lits. mnnnersaud customs of the
people or foreign countriei:
illustrated.
12. Sixteen Complete
8torlc!l by Popul!l.r Authors,
embracino;; Jo,·e, humorous anrt dctecth-e stories. stories of
s:ociety life, or adventure, or railway life, etc., all very io•
teresting.
13. rhe Hu<ls:ctof Wit, Humor nnd Fun, o. large
collecuon or the funny stories, i!ketcbe$,anecdotea,
poem,.
and joke, that h:t\·e been written ror some years; tl\us'tcd.
14. l"..,eful knowled"e
for the llll11on, a handy
book of U<\eful in formation for all, upon wany and various
sul)jects : illu~trate•J.
15. Cnllcd Rnck. A Xovel, by Hugh Conway, author
of" Dark Days. ''etc.
Gentlemen.

L

1

?i~

Some one-we wish we knew \\·horn.that
we might stand with unco,·ered head,
should it e,·er fall to our lot to pass the
writer by-has said:
Don't forget' to say "Good morning;"
Important because if you propose furnishing :n1
and
other Chamber we would warn vou that there has say it to your parents, your brothers
been a decided advance in the cOst to manufacture
your sisters. your school-mates.your teachall kinds of goods, and Chamher St!ts han! ad,·ancers, and say it cheerfully and with a smile.
1
p;!·~cl~~1i~~l:v~:~/ ~~~e~;:~toc~!uf; 0 /c\:c o~{~r;\:~:-:hall continue to sell at old prices: and they are far It will do you good and do your friends
hdow any other housl! in Xew England.
.:\nd
good. There is a kinrl of i;1spiration in
why? you will a:;k. Bt:causl! we do more business
heartily spoken,
than anv other house cast of Boston at one.half the e,·ery 'Good morning'
cxpensC to Roston housts, because we are ,1 Branch
that helps to make hope fresher and lightnf tht:: largest House Furnishing
house in ~ew
Ent;land
and the .e-oods for our Portla11d store are er.
It seems really to make the morning
bought i1~ large blocks.
For in?tance,
in buying
good and to be a prophecy of a good day
Carpets, 1fwe only had one rda1l store, we shnuld
huy 25 or 50 rolls of carp~t at once and pav regular
to come after it."
wholesale price, but instead we huy 300 rofls at once
and get manufacturers'
prices, thcrchv enahlin2" us
And if this be true of the "Good mornto give our customer~
the henetit o( the profit heing," it is also true of all kind hearty greet1
ings.
They cheer the discouraged,
rest
~~~~
1
0
the tired one, and some how make the
{~~y
t;~~~~:Titl~l;~~~a~e~:/1~
~~~rvl!~,u~~ fif~~~;lt ~~
wheels of life mo,·e more smoothly.
twenty thom;ancl dollars ,vorth.
\tritc.fors:tmpl<.:s.

Jtalry

finest col!ection of fairy storie~ ever published.
reo will be deli~hted with them.

1~r1Ir~~:i:E~~~:1;,~:}n~~:}~;
;,t~1~1~:?dl\l'i~:f~,i

!~}•~~~i~;;

Lt.•ttcr

a complete

Writer

guide to correspondence,

fr;:?n~~:~~~~~!~~-

t\;

J;

a;

R;9~df~~·0 i( 1~~~r
·~~~~~~a. ~~~/~~cil Hay, author of
"Brenda. Yorke," etc.
30. Gnbrlcl'8
;\lnrrlaite.
A..Novel. By Wilkie Collins,
anthorof":\"oXame,''
etc.
31. Jhn-ld Hunt.
A ~ovet. By ~frs. Ann S. Stephens,
author or" Fashion and Fa.mine." etc.
32. lteopln.:- tho l\-~lilr1wtnd.
A Xo\'el. By Mary
Cecil Hav. author or'' Old Middleton's Mone,·.·· etc.
33. Dlldley Cnrlcon.
A ~ovel.
R.r Miss M. .E, Brad•
don. author or" Lady Audley's Secret." etc.
34

E8sl<>n;

0

OR. 'l'HK

MYSTXRY

OP

THK

HKADJ.A~O~.

"Dora

Thorne•·

etc.

36 \' nlcrlc-'111 Fate.
A Novel.
By 1,frs. Alexander,
author or ·'The WooingO't,"
etc.
31. ~111ter H:o!ile. A :-.-ovel. By Wilkie Collins, author
or ·•The \Yoman in White,'' ete.
38. Anne.
A.No\·el. By Mrs. Henry Woo,l, author or
"F.a~t I.n1nf'.'
39. Tlic
J.nurel Ru11h. A Xo,·el. Ry Miss lluJock,
author of" John Halifax. Gentleman,''
etc.
40. Amo11 Burten.
A Novel. Ry Gc-o1gc F.llot, author
of "Adam Bede,··" Tbe llill OD the Floss,'' etc.
0

4 percent. 1 percent.
I

On

1

LIFELOANS,:
k:ncl of security

any

promissory

U. ~*Trains

slop only on si~nal.
STAGE

TO MAKE

CO:'\'XECTIOXS.

br;;t~ "'~~:tf;,~;~~o;r~~;?l;~~:·,with

mail train,for

I Ic

1
~!~

RESUSCITATION OF TIIE DRO\\':'\ED.- CJ;;:c'~ ~-1~ ::;1~i~ ~~i~~;lC~' ~t}~lln~~i,I~t~:I in, uJ~~
The moment the bod_v is taken from the fidd 3 mile~: and \Yest Sm11ner 7 miles.
water it should be stripped to the waist.
The clothing having been made into a roll
to raise the pit of the stomach above the
AT GIJ~B.~HT\'ILLE:-Daily,
with mail train, for
level of the mouth. all fluid should be forc- Canton
l'ornt 1 1 ·-1-miles,
ed out by pressure, this by placing one
L. L. LrXCOL:-S,
St.:l'T.
------hand on the back, just bclO\,. the shoulder
blades, and the other on the chest at a
point directly opposite.
Having proceeded thus far, with as little delay as possible,
turn the body upon its back, place the roll
Crosse Ile, Wayne Co., Mich. of clothing under the small of the back,
SAVAGE & FARNUM, PROPRIETORS.
and practice artificial respiration as follows: Grasp the chest on either side of
the pit of the stomach, gradually pressing
forward and upward until the whole
strengfh _is used, and then suddenly letting
go; contrnue to repeat this operatioti with
the regularity of natt)ral breathing.
As
there arc cases on record when the respiraty function has been re-established
after
ha,·ing ceased for more than an hour. it is
well not to be impatient of results; anv
time within two hours your efforts may b·e
crowned "·ith success, without there being
any previous sign to indicate it. These
instructions are adopted and published by
the United States Life Sa,·ing Service.

COATS

Sewrn:z ?llachines furnished if wanted
an,! the \\Ork delivertd
at your homes.
Apply by mail only to \\'m. 111.?11itdwll,
J>ixtield, i.\Je., or to ,J. A. Bucknam bi.,
Co. :\lechanie Fall,, ;\le.
51 tf

and

Government
Bonds.
Foreign
Redemption

Stock Farm,

The August numbcr of DEMOREST's
;\IAG,\ZIXE comes to us freighted
"·ith
good reading.
l\Irs. Croly contributes an
Cor. Pearl & :\liddle
Sts .. Portland.
interesting article on one of the typical
dramatic stars, Genevieve \Vard; Emma
A Few Doors Below t/,e P. 0.
::Vf.Tyng furnishes a good paper on "South
Branch of the Great N'.1ssau Hall I-lous,?
K~n,_ingtonand its :--J'eighborhood;" and JOIINP.SIVASEr,
Furnishing Store, Boston.
':. Jennrngs Demorest has two Proh1h1-1
,\ 11orders through the mail prompt! v and t,on articles, "\Vhat is Prohibition?"
and
Attorney d: Co1tnsr!lor·
carefully attended to.
"Liberty and Prohibition."
.i\Irs. Hart's
Lanto11, Ale.
serial is continued; the, e are several good
stories and poems, one of the valuable se-

CANTON,

Aclclress

for full particulars,

G. W.

FOSTER.

Banker,

ries, '' Fro1n Pencil to Brtrnh, '' and '''rhe
\Vorld's Progress."
The-frontispiece
is a
fine steel engraving called "]lannony."

.N. L. JlEJJ ..NDS, Prop ·r.

North
ELIAS

r_rurnc1 .. 1-lous·e~
KEE-:--JE, PH.OP'R.

Nu. Turner,
Ample
room
m,,datio,,s.

and

l\Iaine.

first-class

accom-

Millinery&, FancyGoods
~8

A.C.BIGKNELL'S,
Canton.

0

~

Ca8l'

LIVl\lHJ'\J:01.~E

would announce to th ... citizensof'Brittun's
;\,lills and vicrnity that they have in stock
a full line of

Dry Goods, Groceries,
Patent Medicines
Goods, Clteap foi'

Cash.

PUTNAM,

Di.1;flelcl, .iJinine.
at Law

~IanufaCllll'Cl'

of

DOORS,SASH,WINDOW
& DOOR
FRAMES
--

Fo~tJrmsanc\

-~~t.~r"J.\
~~s~°Canton,
1

Goods at Honest Prices.

»~JONB,S

W. F

~~~;;r~\

apply

Honest

--AT--

Country Produce taken in exchange for
goods, at market pri('es.
One price to all
persons, under the same circumstances.
Please call and ask prices,
3-38

11
~ -~1i!~~;~~r~::t1g~vi~{t:

ac~~t 0~i 1\~1~;~~\!~I~
ron11_1sfinishcd hclow;watcratsink.
I partic6~?rs

York.

Ccntrallv located, good attention,
and terms rea
sonablc.
;.rravcl1.;rs tak.1.;11 to <Iii parts of the coun
try.
_______
3-22

and Fancy

Stand for Sale ..
1

~ew

ME.

DONNELLBUILDING)

B. A.ATKINSON
&, CO.,
Isaac
C.Atkinson,
Manam.

Bonds

sold on rnnnthly
pa~ ments.
Large
premiums
for sIT,all investors.
Reliable
correspondents
w,111ted
ever) where.
.,iheral
inducements.

42 Broadway,

~~~ii~q;~;~~g;~~~~flf\~\~~
rii~!~~I~~i}lt\E;~~~itt~~~~l(~:~;i}
lsLAND
HoME

good

notes.

1:~~
ff{{:1~12~:~~{l~ii\t~~ti~l\~'.i'.g::
HOUSE,
CAI\ITON

\Vindow
Shades, Poles, &c. See our Stove and
R_ang-c Dcp:trtment.
\Ve will show you the goods,
g-1ve you pnccs and you will s:we that Dollar now
hy coming;, or write to

A

Bv Etta\l". Pierce. author or·• Tbe Birth Mark.'' etc.
35. A Golden Unwn.
A Xovel. By tbe author or

~o"el.

LOANS.

1

~;e~;;::

19. The llystcry
of the. Jlolly Tree.
A Novel.
By the author of·· Dorn Thorne."
20. Shudow!.ol on the Snow.
A Xo,·el. R\" B. L. Farjeon, aut.horor •• Br,•ail•and-Checi;e-anrl-Ki"ll'es:"
etc.
2
au 0 ~\I;~,
A ~O\cl.
By Mrs. Gaskell,
22. The l-'rozcu Heep.
A No\·et. By Wilkie Collins,
author of'" The Womnn in White,·· etc.
:l3, Red
Court
l<"'nrm. A Novel. By Mrs. Henry
Wood. authoror"East
L\'nue:· etc.
2-L InCupld'si-ict.
·A Xonl. BytheAuthorof'"Dora
Thorne."
25. Rnck to the Old Home . .A :=-;o,·et. By Mary Cecil
Ba.y. author or· Hidden Perils:· etc.
26. John
llowcrbnnJ..•"
\l'lf"e. A No,·el. By Miss
lfulock author or·· John Halifax Gentleman:·
etc.
27. Lady
Gwendolluc'8
Dream.
A No,•el. Bytht
authoror··DornThorne,''etc.
28. J n11pcr Dnnc'f!i 8eeret.
A N"o\"el. By Miss M. E.

Rmnf
oraFalls
&Buckfield
R.R.

~'!,/;~

~~1~fr:r~,~~,~~
~:;'ff~!,~~\i~'£,~;~!f,;t}'b;'.d:\'?1

16. .\tthc
,Yorld'"° .l1cr<'Y• A "Xovel. Bv Florence
'Warden. author or·· The Hou.:.c on the '.\iarsh." €'tc..

:Ue.

fie.1, am srar•c

bn'. those who wrile_to

l-iunson &Co Portland, ~lame.will rece!vc
free full information
nhout work which
tbe; :an do,anc!. live at home 1 that will pay
tbem from $."i to $25 per dav. Som~ have
enrn~•<lovcr$50inada.y.
Eitheri-ex.youngorold.
I 11p11A]
nnt n.>4 •iired You arf' srnrterl free. Those who st.art at (JUCC
u~c 11\.J.wlutcly sure of snug little fortunes.
.A.II JS new.

GOLD

CLAZED

WINDOWS.

.\ II kin els mo11l<lecla11clp lai11 fi11islt. hal11sters. ~l'\\'('lls. Br:wkPts.&c. Also eh,1111ber ancl di11i11g-ron111fnrnitnrP Chamber
fkts an<! Exte11sion '!'ables a ~pecialty.
,Jobbing <lone promptly.

The Forest City

/

h
y
C

r

affords us open arms,

such a course; to establish with absolute
The furniture mart of B, A, Atkinson & certainty, or as near as such certainh can
¢ZU'.nfoq,
¢r.fo~iI110·n~.
Co, is inspected, and found 0, K. Chief

be attai~ed by care, skill and experience,
Clayes of the Fire Department, extends us that e,·ery can of corn "·hich had the
welcome and ,·aluable aid, v\'e found co~ "Snow Flake" label put upon it should be
sy rooms and cordial greeting
at the Y, fit for the table of the most critical epiCANTON,
OXFORD
COUNTY,
ME,
1\1, C, Association house,
Brother \Vin-/ cure, Of course it took a little time to
ter seems right and in his place, \Vhen I fully assure consumers that this was the
you go to Portland
be sure and call on fact, but now the unanimous report of all
SUBSCRIPTION
RATES,
him, is what \\·c heartily recommend· to dealers from Maine to Texas is that e,·cry
I
you all,
dealer "·ho has once bought this corn has
One copy, one year,
- $r .50.
S1ro:v!lm,
called for it again and again,
If paid one year in advance,
$1,25.
But ho\\'ever great the success for the
for
and
Sarne rates for 3 or 6 months.
first season, we are informed that its secBI:ERIN TrOUBLE.
ond
largely
exceeds
it
in
point
of
number
"Castoria is so well adapt.ed to children that Castorla cures Colic, Constipation,
~No
paper discontinued
until all arl recommend it as superior to any prescription
Sour Stomach, D1arrhcea, Erdctation. te di
Mr. Edito,•,-In
the TELEI'IIOXE of of cases long since ordered, and the many
rearage, are paid, except at the option of
known to me,"
H. A, AJU:HER, M, D,,
Kil~e!:;:-;,is, gives sleep, an promo s •
the publisher.
June 2+th I read Bill Nye's subtle joke that inquiries from parties "·ho did not haYe
111So. Oxford St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Withou, injurious medication.
Papers promptly discontinued at expira- he has repaired and upholstered for sum- these goods last yeaL In this unequalled
Tim CID!TAUR
Co:IIP..u.-Y,
182 Fulton Street, N. Y.
tior. of the time paid for when so ordered;
mer use, and it called to mv mind a storv record we trust that the packers of canned
otherwise they will be continued.
that "Bijer" told me of what happened ;t goods \\'ill find a "·holesomc lesson; that
the "Seaside" last winter, and
\\'ill give it "·ill teach them that nothing is of so
ADVERTISING
RATES.
it to the readers of the TELI,PHOXE as he much importance in their business as the
told it to me, in his slick, off-handed wa v, quality of their goods; that •he days of
Ile says:,
trash in a gaudy can are gone by forever,
I had been away on business the other and that the people, the consumers upon
day, and when I got home it was near "·horn they must depend, have been learnnight, and as I had my ne"· trowsers on I ing this, and ,\"ill not be content unle;:s
thought I would go Yisiting in the eYe- they are supplied "·ith canned goods
ning, But how was I to milk without soil- in "·hich quality is the first consideration;
These pills were a wonderful discovery. No others like them in the world. Will positively cure
ing my aforesaid trowsers,
I finally took that the days of canned goods \\'hich, like
or relieve all manner of disease. The information around each box is worth ten times the cost of a
an old bran sack and ripped a hole in the Bob Logic's razors, were not made for use
box of pills. Find out
ience. One box will
bottom large enough to admit my slender but to sell, ha,·e gone by forever, This is
about them, and you
do more to purify the
NEWSPAPER DECISIONS.
will always be thankblood and cure chronbody, and got into it and let it hang for an supplemented by the reports of the comfuL One pill a dose.
ic ill health than $5
r,
Any person who takes a paper rcgularlv from apron,
Thus proYidcd I took the lantern mercial agencies showing a large number
the office-whether
d1:-cctcd to him or another, or
Parsons'Pills contain
worth of any other
of packers who ha,·e gone to the wall
whether he has subscribed or not-is responsible for and t\\'o pails and started for the cow
nothing harmful, are
remedy yet dis~ovthe payment,
hopeless!)'
ruined,
for
the
reason
(as
\\'e
house.
The yard was slippery and I found
easy to take, and
erec!, If people could
2. lfa person orders his paper disco11tinucd he
cause no inconvenbo made to realize
that my skirts "·ere not full enough to ad- belie,·e) that they neglected quality in the
11
i
r~l;~~~ 'l~r~~~ftr~;;ll~';l~hi~
l~~~!;:1i:,h~:;1Sl;i~1~~~~
It is certainl_v
the marvelous power of these pills, they would walk 100 miles to g,t a box if they could not be h_ad
mit of long steps, and I think Debby must mad race for low prices.
the whole amount, whcthc:r the paper is taken from
without, Sent by mail for 25 cents in stamps, Illustr1t,,d pamphlet free, postpaid,~ Send for 1~;
the office or not.
have been looking out the winclo"·, for she the fact which cannot be recognized too
3. The Courts ha\'C decided that refus111.g- to take has never asked "·ho sat down on that quickly that success is only to be attained
11
1
;i~e1~~·i!?i'~~~~~~1d
1~,!:~~i.;c~j~~~:~
u~·~-~)::
1\:~jcf<\'i~:sttl~C,~/n~;
milk pail. Ko\\' I had clipped the meal for in the canned goods trade by the utmost
facu C\'idenc:e of fraud,
the cattle into the boxes before dark and care to secure articles of superior quality,
placed it near the mangers, so that I should and such can ah,·ays be sold at remunerntiYe prices,
not ha,·e to go into the floor "·ith a lantern,
So I hung up the light behind the
CO\\'S and "·ent to climb O\'er into the floor,
but \\'hen one foot come up the other did,
and lo! I \\'as cradled in a manger.
l\I y
l\lay be increased, the Digestive organs
first impulse ,ms to go out and proclaim
strengthened, and the bowels regulated,
OURBOSTON
LETTER.
to the Advents that I had got here at last,
by taking Ayer's Pills, These Pills are
\Ve heg lem·e, through
your paper, t~ inform our :riends
and pi!trons
only a little late for the anni\'ersary,
But
purely
vegetable in their composition,
BosTOK II ARBOR,July 21, 1886,
that we haYe opened a lar()'e stock ot Spr111g Goods
Ill all of our departthat white-faced heifer is death on sheep,
They contain neither calomel nor any
"All aboard!"
Yes!
Here \\'e are.
ments. and ha\·ing made a~1 addition
of a large Clothing
a11d Carpet
_r11om
and that old bran sack looked so much
other dangerous drug, and may be taken
Steamer Tremont: good captain,
(now ha\·ing tl,e largest store in Easkrn
Oxford.)
we never
were
Ill a,:
with perfect safety by persons of all ages,
like one that she soon changed my mind
Bound for Portland, the "Forest City."
goc,d 8hape to meet the wants of the people HS at present.
in regard to sa,·ing the Advents, unless I
I was a great sufferer from Dyspepsia
\\feather fairly good; jagged clouds skirt
and Constipation,
I had no appetite,
could get out of her reach,
So I nfade a
and was constantly afthete,l \\'itli Headthe horizon;
and the beautiful coloring
climb and got on the partition, and as feet
ache an,l Dizziness.
I consuir,,,l our
imparted to their drooping points by the
family uoctor, who prescribecl for me, at
had pro,·ed so uncertain I thought I would
Yarlous tilnes, ,vithout afforllilH!'
n1CH'C
receding-shall
I say sun, \\·hich \\'e arc
go down on my knees, but I soon found
In this we haYc by far the best line we ever showed, consisting of
than temporary relief. I final]~· eomsatisfied neYer mo\'es. and incur a just
1nencell tak111g Ayer's Pills, In a short
myselfastride
the old ram, \\'hich had
time my digestion anu appetite
criticism, or shall I say receding day, and
gone in on the sl_r a_ "·hile before and
not raise any point of dispute '-s11ggestIMPROVED
seemed to appro,·e of the plan of dipping
ing a commingled
beauty Yision of diamy bowels were regulated, and, b:v the
out the meal beforehand,
Then I tried
Bo\'5' short-lea
and School Suits, and :rn enclle~s variety of Men's
and
time
I finishetl two boxes of tlrese Pills
monds and rubies, is rich and rare, A feet once more and alighted on-the edge of
my temlenc~' to headaches ha,l ,lisapBoys' Pants of all !)rices.
\Ve also h::n·e a complete_ line of Rubbe1: Clothfreshening breeze greets us full in the face a pro,·ender box, The next scene \\'as a
pearetl, an,! I became strong and \\'CILi11a,
It would he useless for us to enumerate
our pnces,
hut we will conDarius :IL Logan, \Yilruington, Del._
"·hen we look to\\'a rd s th e point of our mixture of rake tails, fork handles, wagon
,·i~ce ar,y one who will fa,·or us with a trial that our goods and prices are
I was troubled, for over a y<'ar, ·with
destination;
and the hurricane deck is fast thillE, and myself on the floor, I managed
Loss of Appetit,l', an,l General Debility.
surpas:;ed
by none.
being deserted,
The dancing lights along to get up on all fours. and just about that
I com1nP..1?n"'!rl
taking Ayer';-; Pilb, an1l,
befOTe till!slring l,aif a box of tl,is medithe shore re\'eal th e fa 5t cle,·eloping sea- time the old ram came up behind, to illuscine,
1n.r
appetitn
antl ~t.rcngth ·were reside resorts in our harbor a nd bay. That trate his idea of back pay, special basis,
storerL-C,
0, Clark, Daul.Jury, Conn,
-:(-):--

PUBLISHED

THURSDAYS.,/\'!

I

Infants

Chiidren.

i

t ~~~!

MB°kB'''N'BWON
RIC'h"'BiOO'd

Thursday,
July
29,1886.

Communications,

The Appetite

Etc.·

NEW COODS

CLOTHING

DEPARTMENT.

Men's
DressSuits,Business
Suits,&,Working
Suits,

cluster more brilliant than those apart,
designates to us the location of the Point
of Pines; those farther t~ the right, less
sparkling but more extended, describe the
cur\'atr?re of Crescent Beach; \\'hile those
still farther on to the right and more pro-

CARPETS.

etc,, and about that time I had an errand

Ayer's Pills are the brst nHatlicine
kno,vn to n1e for regulat1ng tl1e bowels,
under the wagon, but found I could not
am! for all di senses caused bv ad ,sonlcred
Stomal'h and L;,-er, I sntf·ered for o,·er
cra\\'l through the "·heel \\'ith the 9ran
three years w1tlr ·Headaclre, Jnd1gestion,
sack on, I managed to feed the cows and
aml Cousr.ipation, I hat! no appetite. and
was weak a11LlnerYous most ol the time.
milk them, but just as I ,ms getting up
from that white-faced heifer she saw the
BY USING
fuse, mark the cite of the city of Lynn, skirts, and being as fearful of women as
three boxes of Ayer's Pills, and at the
kno\\'n in business nomenclature
as the she is cross to sheep, she struck into a
same time dieting myself, I was completely cured, l\Iy digcsth·e 01·gans are
city of shoes-a ,mg has said the city of double shuffle, in which there "·ere immenow in good order, an,! I am in perfect
soles,
health. -P. Lockwood, Topeka, Kans,
diately t,rn pair of hind feet engaged, and
\Ve turn to the south shore and the reAyer's Pills ha Ye benefited me wonclerthe floor oho\l·ed the prints of certain porfullv. For mont,hs 1 suffered from Inclimarkable flash of the "Boston
Light"
tions of the human form not usually seen
gcstion and Headache, was restless at
greets us, and seems to say "go thou and
night, and hau a bad tast.e in rn,r mouth
in photographs,
Readers,
these bran
do likewise." '· Let your light so shine that
cYery morning,
After taking one box
sacks only cost from fifteen to twenty
of Ayer's Pills, all these troubles (listhey who shall take knO\\'ledge of _vou may
cents, and I ha,·e one for sale, For full
appeared, my foorl digested well, ancl
know that you-are
a denizen of the Purimy sleep was refreshing, -Henry
C,
particulars
call on '·Bijer"
at Seaside
Hemmenway, Rockport, l\Iass.
tan City from "·hich I deri,·e my name,"
(Pleasant Pond), or
I was cnred of the· Piles by the nse of
A hint we "·ill try to heed, at least within
LONGFELLOW,
Ayer's Pills, They not only relieved me
the radia where dwell a majority of the
of that painful disorder, but giYe me inat Ko, Turner, Me,
crease,! Yigor, and restored my health, TELEPHO:\'E readers,
Your humble serJohn Lazarus, St. John, N, B.
"
vant is too intent upon the incidents and
SNOW
FLAKE
TRADE
MARK.
realizations of his ,·acation season to treat
of the substantials in life's affairs,
Prepared by Dr. J.C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mass.
"The heart is light and free, All cares (FR0:11A,rnRICA~ GROCER, JULY 14, 1886,)
Sold by all Druggists antl J?ealers in 1Jcdicine.
Among the issues from the Patent Ofare cast aside; Troubles
can ,mit to be,
'foil shall in pleasure hide,"
There is no fice for the '"eek endind July IO, 1886, apneed to tell you "my heart is light" for pears that of "Trade mark, C. P, MatMaine, canned sugar
these \\'Ords \\·ill abundantli·
attest that tocks, Portland,
fact,
•
corn," registered July 6, 1886, in the name
of the aboYe-named gentleman, "·ho is the has returned to Canton for a few.months,
I have a "·ord of sympathy, n-e,·ertheless,
for the denizens of East Dixfield, \\'hom I President of the \Vinslow Packing Co., where she will fill orders for
have just learned suffered severe]\' from a and the sole owner of this Yaluable trade
storm o( hnil on the 20th inst, • I reallv mark, It co,·ers the "Snow Flake" brand
hope it is not as bad as is reported.
- of corn \\'hich created a sensation among
.,,
•
I did intend to tell you how that "dry dealers last se:.son, and attained the larrot" is eating the soul out of Club life in gest sale ever reached by a new brand in Any kind of pictures copied ariy size, in
and artistic manBoston,
I-low that the professional gam- the first seawn of its use. \\lhile some, her usual conscientious
bler is making the frolicsome gaming ta- unaquamted with the canned goods busi- ner.
ble distasteful to men (honest men?) of ness, have been inclined to "·onder at this --------------other vocations beside.
PERCHERO N HORSES.
success as something phenomenal,
it' "·as
My recent import"
But I will just simply refer to our ap- really based upon the soundest judgment,
ation
of I=>ercheron
proaching Senatorial contest, which, as is knO\dedge of the history and requirements
horses, together with
my prnsent stock o!
usual, is unique,
Ex-Go,·, Long is lead- of the canned goods market, and the comnearly JOUhead, make
, one oi the 1111..1::;t
desiring. in points gained so far, all competi- plete illustration of a principle \\'hich has
au1e stuLl.::;in this countors.
Ile kno"·s he is \\'Orthy; we know existed (although not recognized by some
try to selectl rom. A II
stork recorded. with
he is \\'Orthy; and his few opponents shall packers) from the inception of the trade
pedigree .. in Percherhe made to see that he is worthy,
Politi- in canned goods, and which applies with
on 8tucl-13ooks_ of
France and America.
ical integrity is so plentiful and prolific in equal force to all other articles offered to
'Took ::!7 prizes and
t;ol<Imedal at Inst two
our Common"·ealth
that only the very the public,
N, Y, State fairs, Send for ,,\a:Ji't{u"j
~~tW,
creme de la creme, can resist the holes in
The success of the "Sno"' Flake" brand E:-;s1:-;onF.. on Southern Cer~ua • • 0
AKIN, 8cipio, X, Y. Box 3ti,
the Senatorial
skimmer.
\Ve want two was clue wholly to the quality of the goods,
LB in the U, S, Senate,
Granpa D, must and this was accomplished
only by the
in duty to himself, step one side before most careful supen·ision
~
on the part of
Long,
Uncle George is 0, K, and doing the owner of the brand, and complete
nobly; but when he shall hear the richly good faith with the trade and the public,
·over P. Hodge's blachmith
shop. All
earned "well done" he must gracefully re- The proposition was to furnish the best
Custoµi making to
tire from the exacting duties of the Senate possible article of canned sweet corn, re- kinds of repairing.
measure, from Thomas' celebrated calf to
Lodge, in favor of our H. C,
gardless of the cost or trouble entailed by fiuest French.
Orders solicited.
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Ayer's

Pills,

Miss lU. N. Richa1~dson

pets

\Ve ban• added to our stock a good line of \Vool
that ,1·e feel proud to show and price to any.

Gent's
In
\Vhite

and

Oil

Cloth

Car-

F1unisbings.

this rlepa1·tmeut
vur line is complete,
and F}1ncy Shirts,
Ties, Suspenders.

"·ith all the
Underwear,

Spring
no1·elties.
GloYes, etc., etc.

DRY COODS.
\Ne haYe trierl in ordering
our Spring stock of these goods to place on
011r counters
one of the best ,tock in this part of the count,·.
Seeing is beileving,
and we im·ite 1·ou all to cnme and look us 01·er.
\Ve ha\'e a large
line or s:1111pl,;-sof Black Silks. and belie1·e that we can sa1·e money for any
one who \Yill order their Silks ofus.

BOOTS

& SHOES.

Our sheh·es are full of all Grac!es of Ladies'
fi1~e Shoes, Slipµers,
etc.
\Ve sell the celebrated
Shoe, warranted
honest stock, honest work, and

Groceries,

and Gent's,
medium
"Knights
of Labor"
honest pnces.

and

$3

Corn & Flour.

In this line we always carry a full stoci<, ancJ will sell
<1ny party in town, for the same quality.

them

as low

as
,

In presenting
this card, we do not desire for you to think that we will
se.ll lower th:rn an1· one else, but do claim to show you the Lnrgest Store and
he Largest
Stocl.:in
Eastern
Oxford,
and will sell as low as any party can,
nd guarantee
all i:,t\Jods as represented,
or money refunded.

GRAYO~
PORTRAIT'S

s~

11rt1#.l
Jj~~

Boot & Shoe Maker.

Obediently

Yours,

CHILDS & STAPLES.
Gilbe1•tville,

lUaine.

Mrs. Estella C, Briggs,
Greene Me,>
Agent for Greene and Canton for the ceJebrated

ORANGE
a Wonderfol

Bl--'OSSOlff
Remedy

for

ADVERTISERS
can learn the exact cost
of any proposed line of
E. W. ALLEN, Canton,
advertising
in American
TEACHER OF VOCAL MUSIC.
I have Peerless and :--tanley organ wl1id1
T srll at reasonable prices; warranted
for papers
by addressing
fivr years,
'l'nosr n want of an organ or
piit110 will do well to call on or address
Geo.
P.
Rowell
& Co.,
the above.
These organs are well made
FEMALECOMPLAINTS,
ETC

Ladies being thus afflicted will do well
to call on Mrs, I-I, IL Burbank,
Canton,
who will furnish them with circulars
and
with the Remedy when needed,
2111,21

in every respect, quick in action. brill:ant
in tone, a.nd voiced ~o they are easy to
sing with.
'l'hey'are second to none.

Send

'SCl SERM
oN,
TALMAGE

1
crowd i~etween
those two posts or stay 1 the doors set wi~~ open with_no one to g~a~d
out., Or perhaps an Episcopalian may say: them, all ~he v1c10us of ea1th would g h
ll
'Here is liturgy out of which I mean to make after awhile and all the a?andoned of e
a gate; go through it or stay out.' Or a Bap- 1 ~ould go UJ;> after awhile, . and hea~en
tist may say: 'Here is a water-gate; you go mstead of bemg a world of hght and JOY
AN ISLAND VISION~
through that or you must stay out.'. And so and peace and blessed?~ss would be a
in all our churches and denominations there world of darkness and hon or. So I am glad
PUBLISHED THURSDAYS, AT
are men who make oue gate for themselves to tell you that while the~Eltwel:'e gates_stan_d
and then demand that the whole world go open to let a great r~mlt1tude m theie a1e
OANTON, OXFORD CO,, 'ME.
Dr. Talmage preached before an overllow• through it. I abhor this contractedness in twelve. angels to keep some people out.
ing audience at the Thousand Islands, the religious views. Oh, small-sot,led man, wheu Robespierre cannot go through th e:eh, nhor
•
.
did God ive ou the contract for making Nero, nor any of the debauched of eai t w o
people flockmg from all the surroundmg
atesl
tel? you plainly I will not go have not repent~d of their wicked~ess. U
country. Fully 7,000 persons were present, fn th~t gate. I will go in at a_ny one of tbe one of the3e nefanous men who desp1s~d Go~
E. N, (:,'ARVEII,Edlior and Proprietor. and listened with rapt attention to the rever• twelve gates I choose. Here 1s a man who should come _to the gate, _one of the keepeis
cl
tl
says· 'I can more easily and more closely would put his hand on his shoulde_r and push
en gen em~n.
.
.
. appr.oaeh God through a prayer-book. I say: him into outer dark~e.ss. There 1s no place
TEXTS:
I, John, yva,s i~,the isle that is 'My brother, then use the prayer-book., in that land for thieves and _liars, aud de-··--·-·--···---.•-·---··.
called Patmos.-Rev~ 1., l\
And thi:i t~elve Here is a man who says: 'I believe there is frauders, 11:ndall those. wbo d1s_graced their
The late Colonel Richard M. Hoe 1s gates were twelve p_arls. -Rev. xx1., ~I.
ollly one mocte or baptism and that is im- race aud fought_ agamst then God. If a
m~ntioned by Ha, 1?er's Bazar as the , "Sabbath finds us among the Thousand mersion.' Then I sav: 'Let 'me plunge you.• miser should get m there he would pull up
•
I Islands
of the St. Lawrence," began the Anyhow I sav:
Away with the gat 3 of the golden_ pavement. If a house-burner
"modern Faust,"
because the art of preacher. "Amid the enchantment of the rough pauel and rotten posts and rusted latch shoul~ get m there _h_ewould set fi!·e to the
• •
• d
h
•
t
scenery some of us are like Paul when he when tbere are twelve gate 3 and they are mansrnn. I~ a l!be1tme sh?uld_get m th~re,
pnntmg
. receive
sue . an :mpe us said:'Whether in the ~ody or out of the body twelve pearls.
.
he would ~h1sp~r his abommat10ns standmg
throuo-h his marvellous rnvent1ons of I cannot tell.' Not havmg read the geolog1St's
"A great many of the churches m this day on the white co1al of the sea-beach. Only
'' . nd .
.
d
h
account of how this region was formed, I are being doctl'ined to death. They have t)lose who are blood-washed and praye!'·
cylrnder a
rotary presses an
ot er may surmise that after the St. Lawrence be- been trying to find out all about Goct·s de- lipped will get through. 0 my brother, if
devices that he almost created it anew.
gan its majestic roll these islands were crees and they want to know who are elected vou should at last come up to om, of the
dropped into it out of the heavenly land- to be' saved and who are reprobated to be gates aud try_to get through, and you had
scape. Islands above us, islands. below us, damned, and they are keeping on discmsing not a pass written by the. cru~hed hand_ of
The ancient city of Tarsus, where the
islands all around us. I am rennnded how that subject when there are millions of souls the Son of Go~, the gate-keeper would, with
Apostle Paul was born, has a railroad.
much the islands of the world have had to do
h
th t th
t tr • ht
one glance, wither you forever.
with sacred aud pofane history.
Elba, who need to av~ e '.u" hu s aig a t
"There will be a pas3word at the gate of
British capitalists are constructing
it. from which Napoleon started for his th em. . Thoy. sit countm 0 t e _number of heaven. Do you know what that password
th
th
th
last struggle; and i:;;t. He!ena
where trn
m
e. Jawbone wi
~vhich Samson is? Here comes a crowd of souls up t? the
The firs: section from ~Icrscna to Tarsus,
1
th
!sland
of Guernsey, ~; ;!:ie ;~~~~tes~in:,he[c/
\~~es 7nbe~~~ gate and the:y say: 'Le~ me iu; let me m. I
has just been officially inaugurated,
The he ended it:
where the great soul of Victor Hugo chafed
ffi
cl . t
f O tt· P •0t
b t was very use[ul on ear,h.
I endowed colO
opening was made the occasion of a in exile until republicanism in France drove O dug, 1fn ins
ifih mg d? a oa
leges, I built churches and was famou, for
back despotism· Isle of Borneo wher,;i an P1;1_mg or e wre_:::
• ey si iscuss~g my char1tie,, and, having done so many
grand jubilee..
A dozen sheep were Adoniram Jud o'u stood a flamino- ~vano-el. the different styles or oarlocks. _God m- wonderful things for the world, now I com,,
0
tended us to know some thmgs and mtended
up to get my reward.
A voice from
sacrificed, there were religious be::iedic- the island of Capreia where Garib~ldi 11
rested after the emancipation of Italy; island
? n~t to know 0th ers. I have, he'.1r~scores within says: 'I rn1ver knew you.' Antions, speeches and then a free excursion
of Cypress, where B1rnabas preached;island
of se1mons explanat~ry ?f Gods dec1ees, but other
great
crowd
comes up
,and
th
of
Me1ita,
on
which
Paul
was
shipwrecked,
came
away
more
nei
plex:ed
en
I
went.
The
they
try
to
get
through.
They
say: We
to the notabilities.
and last of all but mio-htier than all and only result of such disc1;1ssionis a great fog. were highly honorable on earth and the earth
mo;e impressive than° all, tbe island of Here ai:e ~wo truth, ~vhic~ are_. to c~nquer bowed very lowly before us. ·we were honCocoanutgrowing
in Florida seems to Patmos of which my text speaks and from th e wmld. man, a smuer, Chi 15 t, a ,a_v10_r. ored on earth, and now we come to get our
be a success.
In the region of Lake which St. John, the exiled :Epheslan Gospel- Any n:an who a.clop~ these two ~heones m honors in heaven.' And a voice from withizer, saw the twelve pearline g.:ttes. If God !:ns re~igio~? behef s~all have.my r'.ght hand in s1ys: ·1 never knew :i;ou.' Another
Worth there are 20,000 trees growing,
will help us we can, from these Thousand Ill waim gup or Chr_istiau _bioth~iho5>d. A crowd advances and mys; We were very
moral mdeed,
and a part of them are fruiting. In 1878 Isles on this Sabbath morning, see the same man comes down to a river m time o.t moral people on earth-very
glittering porta s.
freshet. He wants to get across. He has t_o a_nclwe com': up to get appropriate recognia vessel loaded with these nuts was
"Our subject speaks of a great metropolis, swim. Wh_at does he do? The first thmg 1s tion.' A voice !tnswers: 'I never knew you.'
the existence of which mauy have doubted. to_put off his hea:vy apparel and drop every"After a while I see another throng apwrecke<l on the Dade coast and floated
'l'here has been a vast emigration into that thmg- he ~a, _m han~s.
~e must go proach the gate and one seems to be spokesashore near Lake 1Vorth, most of which city, but no emigration from it, so far as our empty-hanaed if he 1s gomg to _the roan for all the rest, althou12:h the1~· _v01ces
wereo-athcredandplanted.
The nut
n!tturalvisioncandescry.
'Thereisnosuch
other bank.
And I tell you 1 wnen everandanon
cry amen!_a~en! 1h1s one
"'
city'saystheundevoutastronomer.
'Ihave
we have come down to the nver of standsatthegate
and say,: Let me 1n. I
begins to bear iu about seven years from stood in high towers with a mighty teJe3cope death and find it swift and !'ag_ing we will was a wanderer from God. I deserve to die.
crop averao-es from 100 ' and ham swept the heavens. aud I have ~ave to put off all our sect:lnamsm and lay I hav~ come up to this place not beca11SeI deJJlantino·"' and the
•
'
·"'
/ seen spots on tbe sun and caverns in the aown our cumbersorue creed. and bmptv- serve 1t, but because I have heard th·,t tbere
.to 200 nuts per tree. Very many more I moon, but no towers barn ever risen on hand•ed put out for the other shore. 'Wh';t,'
is a saving power in tbe blood of Je;us.' The
• b • o- J t 1
my vision, nc, palaces, no temples, no say you,. 'would Y?U resoh·e all the Chr1st1an gatekeeper says: 'That is the pa•sword. Jesus!
me cm"' Pan ec •
! shining streets, no massive wall. 'l'here Church mto o_nekmd orchurc)l!. 1Youldyou Jesus!' and they pass in and they surround
is no such city.' Even very good people make all Christendom worship m the same the throne and the cry is: 'Worthy is the
A Boston ncffspapcr mau named Mc- tell me that Heaven is r.ot a inaterial organ- Wl_l,Y,by the sam1; forms!'
Oh, no! You Lamb that was slain to receive power and
Nally, althouah only 21 years old, has ism, but a grand spiritual fact, and that
might as well decide that. all people shall eat riches and wisdom and strength and honor
the Bible descriptions of it are in all cases to the same kmd or food without reference to and glory and blessing.' Oh when hea ,·en
rescued from death by drowning between
be taken figuratively. I bring in reply to this appetite, or wear the same kmd of _apparel is all done and the troops of God shout: 'The
th·
fi
d f
f what Christ said, and He ought to know: 'I without reference to the shape of their bot.ly. castle is taken!' how grand it will be if you
irty- ve an
orty persons,
some O
go to prepare,' not a theory, not a principle, Your aucestr}'., your.temperament, your sur- and I are among them! Ble,sed are all they
them under circumstances of the utmost
not a sentiment, but 'I go to prepare a place ro~ndmgs, will decide whether Y?U go to who enter in throu_gh the zates int-0 the cil;y,"
danger and difficulty.
Recently he re• for you.' The resurrected body implies this. th1~ or that church and adopt thlS or that
If my 1oot is to bfl reformed from the dust it policy.
ceived from the i\Iassachusctts Humane
must have something to tread on. If my
"_Notice the points of the compass towara.
Careful of His Engine.
Society a very handsome medal.
l\Ir. hand is to be reconstruc·ted it must have which these gate; look. They are not on one
The special agent of an Eastern insursomething to ?audle. If my eye, having gone side 01: on two s!d~s or on tbree sic!~, but on
l\IcNally began his career as a rescuer at
out m death, is to be rekindled, I must have fo:.11:sides. This 1s no 1aucy of mme, but 11 ance company was in the city to-day and
Your adverse d1stmct annouucement. On the north throe was giving some anecdotes of experithe age of seven years, and has been an something to gaze on.
theory seems to imply that the resurrected gates, on the sooth three gates, on the east
expert. swimmer since his fifth year. His body is to be hung on nothino- or to work in three gates, on the west thre3 gates. What <mces in various parts of Pennsylvania.
• 'I was in Tamaqua
not long ago,"
air, or to float amid the int.ngibles. You ctoes tha_t_mean! . ·why, it mea~s that ail
playmates dubbed him a "water dog,"
may say: If there ba material organisms
nat10nalit1es aro mcluded and 1t does not said the agent, "and I was told that tho
and from the number of hours he spencls
then a soul in heaven will be cramped and
make any difference from what quarter of town had a new fire engine, and had prohi_nderP-din its enjoyments; but I answer:
~he earth a man _comes up; if his heart
in the water at a time and the distances
Did not Adam and Eve have plenty of room is right there 1s a gate oren before vided a first.class team and all the essenhe will swim it is rather dificult to be- in the garden of Eden! Although only a him. On the north three gates. That means tials of a good department.
The local
insu I ance men congratulated
themselves
0
lieve that nature really intended him for ~:~:C~~f'~i!ltfa~:~
fi!;r~:g
:!epl~i!:~~:~
~;JcJ,;Zde~~PJ! fh:~~u~~b!h~!:~:~~rT"iiait
on the arrival of the machine and on the
a land amimnl.
And do you not suppose that God in the im- means pardon for Hinclostan anj Algiers and prompt ser.·ice it would render in the
mensities c-aubuild a place large enough to Ethiopia. On the east three gate,. '£hat
future.
They asked me to go and see
In one of the graphic novels the elder
~v!!~r:.f~\~g~~1:~~fm,
even though there
the engine, and I went.
Just as we
0~al a~iofhefo~~~~1r!:dgft~~-an'l~~i
Dumas describes the stratagems of two
"As a conquering army, marching on to means redemption for America. It does not went to the door of the engine house
rivals cutthroats who have to pass the take a city, comes at nightfall to tbe crrst of make any difference how dark-skinned or there was an alarm of fire. V-/e found
a mountain from which in tbe midst of the
how pale-faced men may be, th •y will find a the horses hitched and the men standnight in the same cabin, and vie in the landscar,e
they s.,,e the castles they are to gate nght before them.
These plu:::ked
The engineer didn't seem
enunciation of pious sentiments,
while capture, and rein in their war chargers and bananas under a tropical sun. These shot ing around.
and take a good look before they pitch
a;ros; R~~s·au snows behind reindeers. to be in a hurry to get out, and after a
under cover of the blankets each whets a halt
then· tents for_the lllght;_ so now, coming as From Mexican_plateaus, from Roman tam- few minutes I said:
'Wasn't
that an
sixteen-inch dlrk knife.
The governwe do on this mountam top of prospect I pana, from Cbmesa tea-fields, from Holland
alarm of fire?'
'I guess it was,' said the
con!maud this re 6 iment of God to rein 'in dike, from 8cotch Highlands, they come,
ments of Fr :nee and Prussia says Dr. their
engineer.
'Why
don't
you
get
out,
thoughts and halt,anj teforethey pitch
they come. Heaven 1s not a monopoly for a
'Get out with this engine! Why,
Oswald have played a similar game for their tents for the night take one good long
few precious souls. It is not a Windsor Cas- then?'
at the gates of tbe great city. i' want
tie for royal families. It is not a small t:iwn I spent three hours cleaning it up and
the
last
eighteen
months.
They look
you to examme the architecture of those with small population, but John saw it and
shining the brass yesterday,
and you
strengthen their frontier posts, improve
gates. Proprietors of large estates are very
he noticed that an angel wa~ meamring it, don·t suppose I'm such a blame fool asto
apt
to
have
an
ornamented
gateway.
Someand
he measured it in this way and then he
their brecchloadcrs,
subsidize an army times they sprmg an arch of masonry; the measureJ
take
it
out
in
all
this
mud,
do
you?'"tha!, and_whichever way he measof spies, and strain every nerve to pre- posts of the gate flanked with lions in ured it was l,000 miles, so that Babylon and Pittsbu1:::,Chronicle-Despatch.
bronze gate a representation of Thebes, and Tyre and Nineveh, and i:;;t.
pare for the more and more deadly, in- ~tatuary;_the
mtertw,mng fohage, bird-haunted until the Petersburg and Canton, and Pekin and
evitable scrimmage,
and yet all the hand of archite~tural genius dropse'xhausted,
Pari;,, and_London and New York, and all
He LiYed by the Pen.
its hfe frozen mto the stone. Babylon the dead c1t1esof the past and all the liv;nowhile imbricatc one another with smil- all
Judge (to a prisoner
charged with
had a hundred gatt.s, so had Thebes. Gates cities of the present added together, would
vagrancy)-"
How do you live, sir?"
ing assurances of mutual good will and
";;t~d olJdc)n:. a~
ra~~d1~s~:i\~"!~ ~~~-equal the census of that great metrop0
Prisoner-"
If your Honor please, I
respcct.
'"="..,....,..--===--:,==
upon the}\· gateways inscriptions from the . "While I speak an ever-increasing throng
Ii ve by the pen."
Koran. I here }1a-yebeen_a great mauy fine lS passmg through the gates. They are going
Judge
(ironically)-"
Write for the
Alaska is a country of negatives. Says gateways, but Chnst set his hand to the work
up from Senegamb1a, from Pa.ta•>onia from
magazmes,
I suppose."
and for the upper city swung a gate such al; Madras, from Hong Kong. 'Wh;t!' y~usay,
a recent tourist:
"There is no agriculPrisoner-"
They call a jail a pen
n_oeyes e-ycr gaze<l;on untouched of inspira- 'do you introduce all the heathen into glory1'
ture, and never can be. The soil is shal- ~ion.. With the nail of his own cro,s he cut I tell you, the fact is that the majority of tha sometimes, don't they?"
bw and covered with moss from two to mto its won:lerful traceries stories of past suf- people in those climes die in infancy and the
Judge-"
Yes, what of it?"
fermg and of gladness to come. There is mfants all go straight into eternal life, and
three feet deep, which holds the snow no wood or stone or liironze in that gata, but so the vast majority of those who die in
Prisoner-"
Well, I live by it-close
by
it."
~rom
top
to
base
and
from
side
to
side
it
China
and
India,
the
vast
majority
of
those
and ice far into the summer.
Neither
is all of pearl. Not one piece picked up who die in Africa, go straight into the
Judge-"You'll
live in the pen invcgcta.blcs nor cereals can ever be grown from, Ceylon banks and another piece from skies-they
die in infancy.
One hun- stead of by it for the uextsixty days. Go
in any p:u-t of Alaska.
It has no lumb 3 r. th e F ersian Gulf and another from the island dred
and
sixty
generations
have below. "-SiflinIJs.
o~ M trgarette; but one solid pearl picked up been
born
since
the
world
was
From Vancouver Islanr\ to Sitka there is from the beach of ~vel'lastmg light by heav- created, and so I estimate tbat there must be
An AJ}})ropriate Text.
children in glory. If at a connot a log grO\ving that is fit for the saw. enly hands, and bo1sted and swung amid the 1.5,000,000,000
shou1mg of ~ngels. _The~lories of a'abaster
ce_rt2,000 children sing, yonr soul is rapture1
The minister was struggling to_put on
The poor stunted pines that cling to the vase and poi phyry pillar fade out before this w1thm you. Oh, the tran,port when 1\0U0,a
four-ply
collar and the pcrspirat10n was
little one, stand up in white before
hills arc only fit for firewood.
That it gate,vay •. It puts out the spark of feldspar 000,0UO
starting from every pore.
":nd Bo~e_mandiamond. You know how one the throne of Go l, their chanting drawing
has valuable minerals has been proved,
'' Bless the collar,"
he ejaculated.
little_!,iecwus stoue on your fin_e;erwill flash out all the slupsndous harm'mi.es or DussclPour in
·' Oh, ye;, bless lt. Bless the blessed
but it is doubtful whether the short sea- unde, the gasl!gbt. But, oh, the brightness dorf and Leipsic and Boston!
when the great_gate of b_eavenswing-s, struck through the twelve gates, O ye redeemeJ,
.
sons tha.t work is possible in will ever through and dr1ppmg with the light of eter- banne,·-lifted, rank after rank,
saved collar!"
".:1-Iy dear," said his wife, "what 13
allow any extended development
of its 0 8;1.
noo nclay.
.
battalion after saved be.talion, until all
your text for this morning's sermon."
Juln~s Ccesar paid 125,000crowns for one the city of God shall hear the tramp
resources in that direction.
As a region
pearl. The government of Portugal boa..~ted tramp!
Crowd all the twelve gates'
"T- twenty - first verse
f.fifty - fifth
for prospects it is the most barren, Goc1- or having a pearl_larger than a pear.
Cleo. Room. yet.
Room on the thrones: Psalm," he replied, in short gasp8. "The
pat_ra and Phil_1p 11. dazzled the world's room m the mansions, room on the river w-words of h:s mouth were s-smoother
forsaken country that ever a miner put V:1S1on
with precious_stones. But gather all bank.
Let_ the trumpet of iovifo.tion be
than butter, but w-war was in his heart."
his foot u-'p=o=n=.
toese together and 11ftthem and add to them so~nded until all earth's mountains hear the
_
all th~ wealth of the pearl fisheries and set , S?, 11 11~last and the glens echo it. Let misth
11
10
Accorc1in 00- to ad vices from Port Townem m t_hepanel'.of one door a-nd it does not , siona E;:'tell it
oagoda, and colporteurs
Dear Little Tilings.
eq_ual this magmficen~ gateway.
An Al ~ound lu acro 0s the Western prairies. Shout I
send, Or., the Port Discovery Mill at mighty haudhew~d th1S,strungthi.s,polished
~t to the Laplander on his swift sled, halloo
"Yes'' said a fond mother to her visthi s. Agamst th,s gateway on the one side ~ to th e Bedoum careering across the cte ert. itor "lhossie is so impetuous and impulthat place has received an order from
3
•
dash_ all t~e splendors of earthly b9auty.
ewsl news! _a gl<?riousheaven and twelve sive'. And such a temper!
You never
Japan for railroad tics, aggregating 120,- Agamst this gate on the other side beat ga t es to get mto it! Hear it O you thinh"
l'k
·t
D
rttle
1
tbe surges of et-:lrn.'!l p.:lm:y. 0h, the blooded nations of eternal winter!-on
the saw
anyt mg
l e l •
ear
000,000 feet of sawed timber.
An ade- gate! the gate! It strikes au infinite charm ~orth_ three ga~s. Hear it, o you bronzed thing!"
quatc conception of the size of this order
through every one that passes it. One step mhabitauts panting under equatorial heats'·Is your other little girl the same?"
th e south three gates.
•
this side of that gate and we are paupers. I 0 n,,
asked the visitor.
b h d f
may e a
rom our ant h onty, who Onest_eptheothersideofthat
gate and we
Au d_heavenbeiugma'leup
of course the
S c1· h
th
t t
says this mill has never cut more than
are kmgs. 1:he pilgriw of earth, going gates will_be shut .. Austi-ia iO: and the first
• 'Oh my, no.
a ie as
e s_wee es
f
through,seesmthe
one huge pearl all hi3 gtate shut, Russ1amandthesecondgateshut·
disposition in the world.
She 1sn~ver
30,000,000
cet in one year, hence it earthly tears in crystal. o gate of light 1 \a 1y m andthethirclgateshut;
Ecryptin and the least bit impduous
or impulsive.
would take four years of steady work to gate of pearl, gate of Heaven for our W(lary t e fourth gate shut; Spain in and tbe fifth And so good-natured!
You never saw
s.te
nd th e six th ga te shut· anything like it. Dear little thing!"fill the Japanese order.
.l\Iorcovcr, it is souls s.t last swing opeu.
'
/b1tt Franc,e
in
a
.
. .
,vhen sh1ll these ayes thy h?aven-built wi,.lfo ng au m au d ~he seventh gate shut; Nor'.
r ·k ,
claimed that if ties can be pro.lucec1 at , Ao.j pearly ga_tesbehol<l;,
;;a{~a, atll~ t~~r:'tifht~feat;h~t~t: s,~it,erla~d
New l 01 1 imes.
1
that polnt more cheaply than at other
T1yn~u~;:;~\1~ti~f~vat~
dttrong
ani tbe tenth gate siut; Sibe;i!1~~
places, the same must be true of large
"I want you to countgt!e n~mber of th
b~;~~~h gN~ s~utt.AAU the gate~ are _closed
Not Har<l ~o I ro,le. t
1·
•
•
I
•
ose
•
e sea
menca
go th~othernam with all
Gruff Storekeeper
(msolent
Y O of
a.ppin-1t1mber, ancl further
extensive orders gates.
mpenalparksandlordlymanorsare
t?eislands
ofw the
and all
. _ .
•·Th.
tter
. b
t cl S h
t apt to have one expensive gateway and the t10ns that bave called on God 'l'he ca t·
cant for cle1ks 111p;is 1e
,,
1·cl
may e accep c •
uc an
er mus
others are ordinury; but look around at these all freed; the harvests all g~thered. theives troduction says you arc a gentleman.
create better times on Puget Sound and eutrance3 to heaven and count them. One, tions all saved-the flashing spleudo; of tht;
Applicant \modc,tly)-"So
~f• have allend a better fcelin<r to business gcner- two, th ree, four, five. six,_seve.n,eight, nme, la st p~arl begms to move 00 its hinges. Let ways beeu re,,arded, I believe.
,.,
.
ten, eleven, twelve. Hear it all the earth and the 1mghty angels put their shoulders to the
St
k
.-,
·11
e insolcntly)ally. Such an order must have its efl'ect ~ll the heavens! Twalve gates! I admit this gate and heave 1t to with silYery clang ''l'is
ore ~epcr (~ti b:°1°\ t
t f
h
b . t
• •
11s rather hard on sharp sectarianisms.
If a: done! It thunders! The twolfth gate shut•
"Well, sir, that 1s a 1g s a emen
or a
upon t e value of lum er a a 11s 11ipprng
P1:esbytertan is bigoted he brings his West"I want to show you the gate-kee ~r beggar like you to make.
How shall I
points, not only by reason of the amount
mrns'.or Assembly rnthrnhism and he makes There is one angel at each one of these g!tes: know you arc a "cntleman ?"
absorbed in this single order, but as in-1 ~h;~t~~~{ ~~{0 ifgot~t~:ou!hclth~~e ~~!!ta~
Jn°iwsa{b!\~~;s ~!f;~~-lyOf fourse it is:tl You . :'-pplica~t
(p~epa_ring . to
leave)dicating future large mar kilts for Ameri- out." If a Methodist miuis~er is bigoted lie fortress would be sate
ao~e~~~-/pa~ ••~othmg 1s ea~1er, sn·. 1 ou c;n see,;he
b
9lants
two
posts
and
says:
•
1:ow
you
10u,G
!ng
up
and
down
by
nii,ht
aud
by
day,
and
difference
between
yourself
an
me. 1
can um er.
• \t there were no deftnse5 before heaven and . J,[ew York Gr1ip/,ic.
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How
Wild
Animals
ar3
Brought
Under Subjugation.

An Occupation of Extreme Danger and
Requiring Great Nerve.
"Do you mean to sa_y, llfr. Atherton,"
nsked a London Pall Mall Gazetta reporters of the lion tamer, "that if I were
to bring you to-morrow
a man-eating
tiger just fresh brought
over from an
Indian jungle, that you would undertake
to train it to leap through hoops and over
whips, and to kiss you, and all the rest
of it, in two months i"
"In two months from the time that
the animal was delivered to me I would
be able to put him through.the
performance which you say.
There is nothing
which you cannot do with animals if
they have got intellect and you have got
patience."
''But is it not frightfully dangerous?"
';Dangerous?
Yes, if you have not
nerve, and do not know how to handle
an animal; but if you have nerve and'
keep your eye on his, and go the right
way about it, you never need fear anything.
I would not hesitate to enler the
room in which the wildest animal ever
brought to this country was at large.
I
have again and again entered a cage in
which a lion or tiger has been unchained
which had never been broken in before.
A wild animal that has not been broken
for the show business never flies at you.
When you enter the cage it will show its
teeth and growl, and, perhaps, strike at
you with its claws; but if you keep your
eye upon it and take care that it does
not attack you from behind you arci safe.
No doubt it will. claw you, as these cheetahs clawed me many times; but here is
a wrinkle if ever you happen to be tctea-tete with a cheetah or any animal of
the cat tribe: ·when you arc clawed, and
you feel the animal's hooked talons enter
your flesh, don't jump back, but go forward.
If you jump back the claw tears
away the flesh; whereas if you go forward the animal's claws only make a
prick."
''How do you explain foe fact that
these ferocious carnivora do not spring
at you in a room as they would spring at
you in a jungle?"
"Well, in the first case, most wild animals are bred in caytivity, and as much
accustomed to the sight of a man as a
dog or a cat. But take the case of a wild
tiger trapped in a jungle. Well, the tiger
is ferocious chiefly when the tiger is
hungry.
If a man has got a full-grown.
tiger and sends it home from India, he
is not such a fool as to allow the tiger to
go fasting all the way.
The tiger is a
marketable commodity, which will fetch
£150 in the market.
If you have got
£150 in an animal, you take care it does
not want its dinner.
On the contrary,
you will give it as much as it will
cat,
in
order
to
improve
its
condition so that it will fetch a better
price.
The consequence is by the time
the tiaer has arrived in London
from
Calcuita he has g~t fat and lazy. He
gets his meals regular, and has no disposition to make a meal o!l' you; hence you
can approach him, and if you are patient
and study him and humor him and be
firm with him and never take your eye off
his or let your back be turned, you can
do what yon like wlth him.
Animals
are all alike; there ls no animals so ferocious but can be overcome by kindness
and patience."
"Ilow is it that every now and then
you hc'.lr of a lion tamer being killed?"
"Drink,
sir," said Mr.
Atherton,
drmk.
The performer gets a glass too
much some clay; enters the cage; fails
to see that the floor is wet and slii:rpery;
he makes a false step and is down on his
back before he knows where he is.
The 'lion or tiger, as the ca,e may be, is
on his chest; ancl then good-by.
A.s
long as you arc erect, have your senses
about you and keep your nerve, you may
do anything with the beast; but if once
your nerve is shaken, your eye unsteady,
and you sllp, the game is up."

The Fox an<l the Swan.
A Fox who Desired to Show his.
.Friendship for a Swan Invited him to
·v\T
alk in the Forest.
The Swan left his
Pond and Complied, but in a short time
the Difficulties of the Way Overcame
him, and he was Loud in his Complaints.
"How Foolish in me to leave the Pond
for the Forest!"
"And how Silly m me to have Invited
you!" retorted the Fox.
"I'll never speak to you again I"
''You'll never have the chance!"
Thus they Inveighed
Against each
other until they met a Hare, who heard
tl! ~ir Complaints and made Answer:
"Had the Fox Stuck to the Forest ancl
th1r Swan to the Pond you might hav&
be,-n Friends t') the End of your Days."
MORAL-Don't Invite a Sailor to rid&
Hor,eback with Jou.-Detroit Free Press.
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J{IDGLOVES.

Ready Interesting
Reliet They
Many

Account
Are

of How

Made.

Processes Necessary to the Pre•
paration of the Skin.

''Kid gloves," said a leading glovedealer to a reporter for The Minneapolis
Tribune the other day, ''are, for the best
part made in France. There are some
RA DW AY'S RE-~DY RELIEF Is the onlyremedial
agent in vogue that will instantly stop paiu. It inmade in England and Germany; but the
atantly relieves and soon cures
best are of French make, the principal
manufactories being at Paris, Grenoble,
and Chaumont.
Of all the materials
Sciatica,
used for gloves kid is the favorite, yet of
Headache,
the manifold operations necessary to put
Toothache;
the skin into shape to cover the hand
Inflammation,
few people have any idea. In all there
Asthma,
are 219 separate and distinct processes
Influenza,
that the raw skin has to go through
Difficult Breathing,
before converted into the kid glove."
The reporter had been brushing up his
knowledge of glove making.
.A.t what
DYSENTERY,
period of the world'~ history people began to clothe their hands in gloves he
had not been able to satisfactorily deIt will in a. few moments. "'hen taken according to
1lirections, cure Cramps, 8pa•nn~, 8our Stoma.ch,
termine. His researches had carried him
lff:r~t\~~~·nJ~~~te~~n~~f~~•
"\~i~dni~r t~~mrf~~!i!•,
back to Genesis, where it tells of the
tu1d all other Internal Palll8.
1R~A~\?rt\%Lt~lli1tga£~~i:
w'i1'f~
bx\~~:,
~fr~!r~ mother of Jacob covering the boy's hands
Water will prevent sickness or pu.in from change of
v.ater. It 1sbetter than :FrenchBrandy or Bitters with the hairy skin of a goat in order to
as a stimulant.
deceive his father, this seeming to be the
Malaria in its Various Forms.
earliest mention on record.
Coming
1 There is not a remedial
agent in the world that
9
1
tlllo~'irea::r~ih;rd
t!~~id~~{ie~b
1}1, down to a late date, Homer sings about
PILLS,
so quick as RAUWAY'S
READY
them, and they are spoken of in ShakRELIEF.
Fifty cents per bottle.
Sold by drt1i:-11"ists, speare's writings.
Having exhausted his
own time ancl patience, the reporter had
DR. RADWAY'S
gone to the local glove d~aler.
I "The first thing to do," continued the
latter, "is to get the hair from the raw
The Great BloodPurifier,
skins.
.A. three weeks' bath in lime
FOB THE CURE 011"
water does this.
The skins are constantly turned and shifted, and when
Chronic Rheumatism,
Scrnfula, Svpbilitic
Complaiuti::;, etc. (~ee our book on Venereal, etc.; price 25 taken out the hair comes off easily.
('ents), Glandular Swelling, Hacking Dry Cough,
~Cancerous Affections, Bleeding of the Luni:,,,s, Dys"From the lime pit the skins go to the
1-,epsia. Wn,ter Brash, White Swellings, Tumors, Plm)l1es,Blotches,Eruptions of the Face, Ulcers, Hip unhairing room, where they are stretched
Disea.se!Z,Gout, Drorsyjfickets,
Salt Rheum, Bron1~!~i:•c~~1t,i~{~l~t.i~tC.
1abetes. Kidney. :Bladder, on a wooden block and are scraped with
a blunt knife. Then they are taken by
Sold by all Druirgists.
$1 a. bottle.
the flesher, who cuts away all the worthless parts, that are used for glue and geForDYSPEPSJAanctrorthecuraol all the dis- lantine, while the hair goes for mortar
orders or tne Stomach, Liver, Bowels, Constl pa tton 1
J31liousn~ss, Piles, Headache, etc. P1·ice 2tl cents.
and felt.
The sudder next takes the_
skins and removes any hair that may have
escaped the previous operators.
A soak
1
in clear water to take out all traces of
cuRED BY
lime is the next step the skins are put to,
{No matter of how Jon
and then they are put through a process
,standing)Bronchitis, S
of artificial fermentation.
It removes
{~hrfh~•
Jlc°a~':"e:Ei~~da~
Deafness,DifficultDrea
every fleshy impurity from the skins and
ing, Purulent Discharg
renders
them
soft
and
supple.
The tanHacking Cough, Hoari
Noises in the Head, N
ning of the kid skin is not in the usual
Twang, Offensive Brea
Restores the Voice a
way with bark, but they are put into a
Sense of Smell, Impro
the Eyes. Cleansing a
rcvo:ving drum with a mixture of the
Healing the Organs oft
yolks of eggs, wheaten flour, alum and
Head and •.rhro11t
..
Instant Relief.
salt. It takes no end of eggs, one fac-

THE TRUERELIEF.

RHEUMATISM,
NEURALGIA

BOWEL COMPLAINTS

DIARRHffi~
AND
CHOLERA
MORBUS.

~~ftI
i iaf s

SARSAPARILLJAN
RESOLVENT
..L'\ilChronic

Diseases

DR. RADWAY'SPILLS;

DR.RADWAY
&CO
..32Wamn
St.New
York
CATARR-

·gOc. DRUGGISTS
ORBYl4A
Send 4 cents, in stam
lortrial sample. Dr. A.

tory at Chaumont using, I understand,
over three hundred dozen every day.
!J8}\1n!ict
st.,PN~1¥
The skins are kept in this mess for an
l'estimonia.lson app_lic_a_ti
__
====hour, then being allowed to lay for
ASK FO
twelve hours, Then they go to the drying room, and arc subjected to a temperaBest material, perfect .fit,
ture varying from 140 to 160 degrees.
,every pair wnrranted.
Ta
•• W. L. Douglas'$3.00 Shoe.
This leaves them dry, and they are next
Button and Lace. Boys a
for the ,v, L. Doug!
'seasoned' or sammied' wi.t,h cold water.
8~.00 Shoe.
tiamc styles
the i;i.00 Shoe. If you cann
Then they are stretcl:cd backward and
·Q"etthese shoes from deal•
forward over an upright knife of half-.-ers,send addres& on postal
card to W. L. Douglas,
moon shape .
.Drockton, Mass.
"Shavingis the next process, fois requiring gr~at dexterity.
It is done with
specially constructed knives, and removes all the under flesh. The skins are
again treated to a composition of egg
yelk, flour and oil, calculated to make
them pliable, after which they are ready
for dyeing.
The preliminary operation
is to tread the skins under water for
several hours to soak out anything that
would impair the action of the dye.
Another egg treatment follows, and a
day's drying is given the skins.
They
~are then brushed with ammonia and several coatings of lye.
If the skins are to
~!~;]i1rXlA!Wf~l~~
CUHEl)JSJ,,1~F. i11 this Ynl11nt>lcnnl- be dyed on both sides they are put in a
ma!. Do not run the rl:tk of lo!inr.- yp,1r Ho:-p,e for
1
1
0
7o~ taor,r~~~ti!!~ge
~~; ~;/~~d
''i~'i:\";;;c·r~•~!r~~
tl vat and coverei with the liquid. Black
blue tinge,
Remedies for all TiorP.<'nis;cnsee:.
J"l:1tc~ ~howin~ gloves show first a decided
of Horec~.
Sent po~tpa 1 tOr but this is worked off until
II perfect
0
0
_____
N_._Y_cc.l::..:·~'::..:~~=e:::.:-~•~ct
f1~
Y.City. black is secured. This process is called
0

~

·w.~L. D

25
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G has taken the lead
~~~~~\~~.

0

!;~
2
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ti~'!7
uninual
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lustring."
The caller, who had taken in the ac-preparation of kid skins

'"'"ra"" count of the

G:.~::::?•7~~:r•:,
with increasing

interest, began to won-

!1'~0~~;,,:,;;i','.1.a;~;
u:J<:der at this point, not that one of the best
cinc,f•t
t~?ttk
l:nake of gloves costs $2 or more, but
SoldbyJl:,7;:r;~
Pa.
how they could be made so cheap. Here

punched, and trimmed a number of
Est:tblished
J85~;
times, after which the edges are folded ,
by machinery, and they t)re ready for
sewing. The stitching IS done chiefly
lbnufacturers of and Dealers b
by_hand, thousands of wome~ and girls ! Fire and Burglar
Proof
berng employed. The fastenmgs are put
on, the gloves are straightened on sticks,
SA
F E S ~
arranged in dozens, placed in boxes, and
CHRONOMET?;R
AND COMDINATION
there they are ready for the market."
LOCKS J,f GREAT VARIETY,
A SPECIALTY,

Points of snperiority over any other rnako
are: Patent Inside Bolt Work, Soli<.l\Teldetl
An:;rlelron Frames, Extra Thick Walls,Superior
F1reProof Fillin,:. Lock~ and Bolt Work Protec~edwith Hardened ~teel. Extra Heavy llbtcrial; hence are more Fire and llurglar Prouf_
THEY

NEVEi:.

BURN

UP.

.Burglar Proof Work a Specialty,
Ornamental HousEand I'w.T>: SAFES
made to
ertler as required.

SECO~D-HAND

SAFES

of a 11 kinds tnken in exchani:;e. For So.lo::.t
very low prices.
Safes and LocksRepaired or Exchanged.
All work contracted for, furnished at the
short-est notice, and upon the most favora!Jlo
term.s.

Strictly

according

to contract.

Correspondenceand personal interviews cordially invited.
TI--3:0:D✓-CSON

&

CO-~

273 and 275 State St.,

1',0,Boxl19S.

NEW

.tiAVEN,

CONN.

HOTOH:HTN

Jlew Improved High Arm,
New Mechamcal
Prmcipl,ez
and Rotary Movements, Automaiic, Direct and Perfect Ac,tion, Cylinder Shuttle, Selfsetting Needle, Positive Feed, No
Springs, Few Paris, Mmimum
Weight, No Friction, No Noise,
No Wear, No Fatigue, No
"Tantrums,"
Capacity Unlimjted, Always in Order, Rich"Jy
Ornamented, Jvickelplaied, and
Gives Perfect Sat,sfaction.
Send for Circulars.

CARRIAGE
WORKSa

-Address-

AVERY

MACHINE

812 Broadway,

co.~
New York,

!fil SPY
1°JEREBELLION

OUR No, 14 BUCCY.

"\Vemanufacture Open and Top Buggies, con~isting of the Side Spring, End
Spring, Brewster, Timken ancl Edward
Storm Spring.
Also various styles of Two-Seated Car·
riages, Wagons, Cutters and Sleighs,

ByALLAN
PINKERTON,
WHOWAS
Chiefofthe S. SecretService.
U.

OUR No. 5 WACON.

Liberaldiscountto the trade.
Send for Catalogue and Prices before
buying.

HOTCHKIN
CARRIAGE
WORKS,
SYRACUSE,

N. Y,

--------

One of the Oldest Men Alive.
There is still living in this parish one
of the oldest men in America or perhaps
on the globe.
He resides near Week's
pasture and papers show that he was
baptised Aug. 31, 1760, and was a lad
sixteen years olcl at the date of the
declaration of American independence,
and was apmitted to his first communion
in 1775- His name is Henry Meyers and
the land of his nativity Holland.
His documentary proofs are unquestiouable, and were thoroughly ex·1mined
by Mr. Robert Brown; our assessor, who
has kindly furnished us with the facts.
It will thus be seen that this venerable
patriarch of the past century is now 125
years and 3 months old. But for a terrible cancer which attacked him last year
and has eaten off half his face on one
side, his physical condition otherwise
held out to him the prospect of rivaling
Daniel Parr in longevity.
He resided
for .QJ.anyyears in the first house this
side of Grand Marais b~idge.- Neu,
Iberia, (La.)Enterpi·ise.

J

The most

popular Weekly

ne;wspap_ei

!1id•
p~t~'i!1t~~~!r;~gH~ie:J~gE:;;
witli splendid engra.vmgs. ?-'h11
1
!:hkth;g
~e~~: :t~~t3
bee~~n;~
J>t~d\r,]i,

cove~:~~}~~e~ii:~
number illustrated
r:f~~~~ifonll

0

0

1~htt~~fiA~l:/;~~e~~~
~Pci~~~ff
ti°;nt!:a~~1!:t~
its class combined.
Price, $3.20 a year. Discount
Clubs. Soldby all newsdealers.MUNN &
lisbers. No. 361 Broadway, N. Y.
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!ATENTS
t\1;inn,h?~ti~s::~s;
I'll

----=--

o Years'
practice be
fore the Patent Office
and have prepared more than One Hun•
dred Thousand
applications
for pat
cnts in the United States and forcigt
countries.
Caveats, Trade-Mnrks, Copy
rights, Assignments, and all other J?nper
for securing to inventors their rights 1n th1

CLAREMONT
COLONY!
CLAKEIUON'.ll'
COLONY !
CLAH.EMON'.i'
COLONY
!
CLAUElllON'.l'
COLON '.I[ !
CLAKEil·ION'.i'
COLONY !
CLARE.IUON'.l'
COLONY!
CLAREllIOl'li'.l'
COLONY !
A_new Rouse e,·ery 16 days in tbe last 6 years. Ou·
village, only 32 mouths old, has 5 stores, 2 hotels

1
churcb{!S, scl1o?I, 1iewspap~r, f~ctory, foundry,
lJ~j;;fny
~~nJe~th~nf tr~!(Jn
~~~ t~f~•.p;":;:r~~2steamboats,2
trams and 2 mails dtnly. Land rapic!l,.
at short notice and on reasonable terms.
ndvapcing.
Send, send, send by ail 1ueans, senC
for cucul:lrs with 4 maps, 36 l:'botog,·apbic cuts o~
¢!~!~!rttt~~t
~tl~g
e~taifi~N-Eg~t~t~{f:f~;~~
houses, all about the wonderful growth of our col•
0

0

tion sent free. Patents obtained through :Mum
ony.its soi_l,climate,markets,busine~s _pportunities,
& Co. are noticed in the ~..:ientific American free
health, pnces. terms, and 96 other d1strnct subjects.
1
Farms !or $200 on monthly installments to those
:ii~~~~~c:/~h~1~
p':.i~ir:~ood
bl"]
leaving their situation.
1 J-~~':l'!'!~~w&Y~rk'. Office ~cIENTn·rcA:,n:nrc..ubavingemployment.without
AddressJ,F, l!IANC:11.t.,Claremont.S~_rry
Co,,~

~~;::;'Ii;;'fv~.'lf

-W-.:. G- ~etld.en,
BR.A..DLE-Y,)
Conn-,
SOLE

MANUFACTURER,

\

B.B,&ICE
&CO'S,,
Solid·Comfort
Buckboards
and
Spindle
Wagons,
single
anddouble
seated,

She Hustle<l.
A California woman, who put her all
into a deal in stocks and was shrunk out,
called on her bro leer and said:
"When will this thing probably come
Riding qualitiesunsurpassed. No jar to the feet, Durableand st~Jish- Prices reason•
out in the papers?"
able.
Shipments singly or by carload to all parts of the Umted Stat_es
•.
"To-morrow, doubtless."
Responsible Agent wanted In every town. Sendfor Price List and descriptive Catalogue.
Correspondence
earnestly solicited.
.
.
.
"How long can you suppress it?"
N. B. Every person acting as Agentfor ·our Wagons, will have his name with advertisement of Wagonsadvertised in the loading paper of the county or town where Agent resides,
"Why, I might keep it out two days,
~ratis tor six months.
but not longer."
"Only two days? That's pretty short
notice, but I'm a hustler w?en I get my
':THE
GIRL
LEFT
BEHIND
HE."
bonnet on,
I'll depend on the two
t:Ol'YBIGHTED1817
days."
\
On the third day the papers chronicled I
lier loss and her wedding on the same

I
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~ :!~s:;n~a!~:, a~~en:e:~g ;:;;u!:
t:~
way, yet they had only reached the dyeRM
th

CE
A

Steel Vault Linings and Doors for Banks

Saved by His Ilound.
Thursday morning Messrs. Jake and
Tom Watson, two brothers who live at
Sweetwater, o::i. the Jacksonville & St.
Augustine railroad, went out to hunt
deer, which are plentiful in the swamps
around this new and grow'ng settlement.
To better accomplish their purpose the
brothers separated, Jake taking six dogs
with him. Soon the deep musical baying
of the hounds testified that they were on
trail of wmething 1 which Mr. Watson
thought was deer and he started in eager
pursuit.
Very soon the continued barking of
the pack a5sured him that the animal
was at bay, and judge his surprise when
ou dashing through the thick underbrush a gigantic bear was seen fighting
with the dogs. It took but a second to
bring his gun to his shoulder, and soon
the nnimal was filled with a load of buckshot, but this only macle bruin more furious, and he dashed toward Mr. Watson
with blood in his eye.
A close
and
deadly
encounter
seemed inevitable, and Mr. Watson drew his
long, keen hunting-knife,
which he
grasped with a nerve of iron, knowing
that his only chance for escape was to
plunge it up to the hilt into the heart of
the desperate brute; but just as the bear
was almost on him, as he felt the warm,
panting breath on his cheek, one of his
courageous dogs, seeing his master's peril,
threw himself on the bear, and made a
furious attack at the brute's throat.
.A.s
soon as bruin felt the fangs of the hound
he closed the form of the dog in its powerful arms and crushed the poor animal so
that its back was broken.
By this time
Mr. Watson had his gun ready again and
a second shot brought down the monster,
which weighed over 400 pounds. When
the body was examined six bullet holes
were found, and they were all in vulnerable places, too. But the victory was a
dear one to Mr. Watson as he sadly gazed
at his faithful dog, which lay piteously
moaning at the feet of the master he had
saved. Tenderly was the animal carried
home and cared for, but this morning the
gallant, faithful animal expired, and now
Mr. Watrnn is inconsolable.-Jacksonvill11
(Fla.) He1·ald.
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The J{uby at the Head.
Itis n.popular error to suppose, says
an articie on jewelry, that the diamond
is the most valuable of the precious
stones. The relative value of the finer
gems places the ruby at the head of the
list, giving the diamond second place,
and lollowing it the saphirc_ What are
known as perfect diamonds arc not uncommon, but a perfect ruby has almost a
fictitious value in the market, as it is.

1

AXLE
FRAZERGR
EAS

S O ~l~Rl
fHlJRSTON'S

TOOTH POWDER: out by :~e cutters, arc put over a frnme
K.eepl•• Teell, rerfee& aa• G ■m• Health:,
.,hape hl,e a ~love spread out uns~wn.
m,taineii. send stamp n,w The gloves, with the thumbs only titted
ENT
S
Inventors'
Gulde.
L.
Bili•
fAT
~, rateni J.1'!7~, Ww<!!WliWJlo
p, Q.
an d ren t toget h er, are pressed, an d

j

generally held at any price t~e owner
sees fit to ask. One very cho,ce stone
a little laro-.er
than an ordinary si.zecl
O
Gherry pit is vahted at "$7.000.

Illustrated by the i,se of a Bug:gymade by T. T. Hnydock. which is not only the Leading
, Bugg-yin this picture. but '.l'HE LF.ADING
BUGGY
OF Al'IERICA.
Hus
Haydock's Rnfety K!ner Bolt_nod Fifth Wheel. Ask ynu cl~nlcr for the T. 'I',
~A'.l[DOCU:
B_U_GGY, with the Haydock Safety Kin~ Bolt and Fifth Wheel.
L1fe 1s 111serure r1d1ng over any other.
(This picture wl!l be funiisbcdon.

I

0

ll.largc card, printed in cleg:i.nt style, to t:1.nyoncwho will agree to fr:i.mc it.;)

<"'

a::ri:~~C~~.s~a~:~::.:J
ond
T • Ta :S::.A. -YDOCX:~
l.>
Wholeonle Price Llot.
Cor. Pinn and Twelfth Sta., ('JXClNNA.Tl, 0,
AGENTSWANTEDWHERE WE HAVE NONE!
NO INVESTMENTSO PROFITABLE.

OUR PUZZLE CORNER.
r.-HIDDEN
FRUIT.
1, I am going to take a nap, please don't
disturb me, as my head is aching fearfully.
2, At the celebration
they put pain: on
doors and windows.
Curious custom isn't
it?
3, Did you ever see such a set of ignorant people in one neighborhood
before?
4, She wore a pearl of great price in her
hair, and a diamond at her throat.
5, He placed in my lap lumps of gold
and silver, the largest I ever saw.
6. This is a sweet pea; choice though it
is, I have other flowers much more choice.
7, \Vere you ever in To1,quin Cecil? I
was there once.
8, On the last trip, run east instead of
west, and you will find the scenery much
more varied.
L. K.
2.-ENIGMA.
Composed of 13 letters.
l\Iy 6 7 8 10 is a boy's name.
My 1 2 3 4 5 is one of the points of the
compass.
My 12 13 11 10 is a large pin.
lVIy6 9 7 ro we prize very highly in
cold weather.
The whole is the name of one of the
United States.
HARRY.
3.-DOUBLE
ACROSTIC.
A net for the hair (curtailed).
Something found in an apple.
At a distance.
Tatters.
S, Loiters behind.
6, Comfort.
7, Speaks.
S, Prophets.
9 1 l\Iaking use of.
ro, A barren tract of land.
11, A girl's name.
12, To gain by labor.
13, Repose.
The initial, give the name of a man who
was once Vice President; the finals gi,·e
the name of a man who was President at
the same time. Both are now dead.
W. E. R.
1,
2,
3,
4.

4.-DECAPITATIONS.

~: ~~~::~ ;~~h~tn~da:,e:~=a~~::;~-ble.
3, Behead an important part of the head,
and leave water from the clouds.
ANSWERS

NEXT

.A:'-ISWERS TO PUZZLES

WEEK.
OF LAST WEEK

J .-A

rabbit.
2.-1,
Daisy.
2, Pansy.
3. Rose. 4.
Canna.
S, Iris, 6, Pink. 7, Fnschia. S,
Peony.
9. Oleander.
3.-Louisa
:\I. Alcott.
.
+- 1, May. 2 , \Vra th • 3, Cod. 4Lookout.
5, Landsend.
6, Horn.
7.
Good Hope. 8, Race.
, Ray.
10 , Sa9
ble. 1 r, Sable.
12, Matapan.
13. Sandy
llook.
14, Flattery.
15, Farewell.
5.l\I ~ p
M A T I N
0 A T M E A L
P I E T Y
N
y

t

may take blank notice and write "CA)ITO)I
TELEPHONE" in the space left blank for
name of paper, then let the officer fill out
the remainder of the blank.
Or you may
order notice filled out, lea Ying blank space
for name of paper, and sent to your address, then you may insert the name of
any paper you choose and have it published where you choose.
\Ve have legal advice to substantiate this statement.
If you
have a choice do not be bluffed out of it.

given to the Democrat, to the exclusion of
the TELEPHOKE, and in direct defiance of
the expressed wish of some of those doing
business at the probate court.
Are our
county officials the servants of the people,
or masters?
One excuse made in their defense is that the Democrat
is the old
County paper and party organ, and they
make no secret of the fact that they feel in
duty bound to give it all the support they
can. Are the officers chosen to serve the
interests of their party alone. to the exclusion of all other people within their jurisdiction?
Are the whole people of Oxford
County obliged to contrib~1te their mite to
the support and enrichment of the organ
of the party holding the offices, when that
party represents only one half of the people? This is just what they are compelled
to do against their wishes.
But there is another aspect of this question besides a political one. \Ve care nothing for the bearing it has on politics. \Ve
do not strike issue with the Oxford Democrat or republican party on this question.
Probably if we were situated as the Democrat is ,1·e should take all the business we
could get. This is a question of right and
,n-ong, and "-e wish to discuss it in that
light
\Ve feel that as a representative of
the best interests of this part of the county, the TELEPHOXE is entitled to a fair
share of the patronage of this section that
may be turned into the channel of its business. Parties in Eastern Oxford who have
probate advertising to be done may choose
to ha,-e it done in the TELEPIIOXE in order to favor and build up their local paper,
as "-ell as to more fully- meet the requirements of the business being transacted.
Three _yean:,ago, '·JcsTicE·'
argued th:1t
parties might order their notices published in an ··obscure paper"' in order to defeat the object for "·hich the notices are
published.
\\'e understand
that object to
be to gi,·e notice to as many of the in-

WHY.TnE GOVERNMENT
SHOUT,D
RUN
THE RAILROAD3.
From Maineto California,
for a,Dolla •.

The Government would not try to make
fortunes for millionaires from the profits
of the transportation
trade, but would carry all passengers,
freight, fast freight,
baggage and express matter as it does the
mails, at cost. Then people could travel
for 2 1-2 cents per hundred miles, across
the continent
between its most distant
points for $1, or go from San Francisco
to New York for 75 cents.
Freights
of
every kind and class could be moved for
one cent or less per ton or less, per mile
or less.
Railway monopolists have been charging extortionate rates so long that people
can, at first, hardly belie,-e these things
possible-yet
a publisher,
to-day,
can
send 100 pounds
through
the Gnited
States mail for $1, that is, one cent per
pound.
At that rate a 1 50 pound man
could, to-day, cross the continent,
in a
bag of newspapers,
for $r.50.
Letter
postage is two cents per ounce, that is 32
cents per pound, and at that rate a 100
pound man could cross the continent
for
$32. The mail has to be handled
by
from 8 to 2_:;paid men from the time it
leaYes the writer till it reaches the reader. A passenger
does not ha,·e to be
handled
at all-he
,rnlks _into a car and
di,·iduals interested a,; possible.
Nm,·, for
some reason, these notices are not only walks out, and cost, less to haul than an
permitted
to appear in the most obscure animal or freight of any kind.
The inpaper the law will allow, but again and terest on the money for one day, investagain have been pre,·ented from appearing
ed in the coach in which he rides is
in the paper that will give notice to the
greatest number
of people concerned.
Since there are about se,·en times more
copies of the TELEPHOXE taken and read

greater than the interest,
the money invested in a
cost ,,f handling the hog
the interest on the seat

for one day, on
hog car; but the
is gn~:i.ter than
in a passef)ger

in Eastern Oxford than of the De•nucrat.
it "-ould seem that parties are now permitted and aided in defeating the ObJ·ect
for "·hich probate notices are published.
Another argument used was that notices
have been published in weakling papers
that afterwards collapsed, and thus records
were lost or ad,·ertising
made illegal, etc.
This is a stunner, when coupled with the
oft repeated assertion that the Democrat
could not live without this probate business. The TELEPHOXE still lives and

car.
On all trains there are people of various weights. from the infant to the giant,
but if we count them at 100 pounds each
we \\·ill not be far from an a,·erage
weight for one and on all. That would
make a ton for e,·ery 10 people or 3 tons
to the car of 6o passengers.
At 1-2 a
cent per ton per mile each one should
ride 400 miles for IO cents and 4.000
miles for $1. At 1 cent per ton per mile
each would ride 20 m. for 1c. 200 m. for 10

The snow arch is

formed

every

Remember

spring,

lasting the greater part of the summer,
and its inner surface, beautifully
sculptured by the action of the water, together
with the tumultuous torrent pouring down
beneath it, tempts many visitors to enter

the best IJlace to get your
At

Iwhere

you

:i

s~t:1;1~ it fell within

l\1·enty min-

DRY

utes after several sightseers had been under it. This event ought lo serve as a
,yarning against venturing
therein.
The
injured lady ,ms carried d°'rn
a raYine
path to Osgood's,
"·here a ca,-riage was
sent for her, and she was taken to the
Glen House and passed a restless night enduring much pain but was
cheerful Sunday morning.

bright

5c

Brick
will

find

a large

FANCY

Bi~ drive

on

Print& is

Store,

&

1

it~:~:

the

stock

of

GOODS.

Gent's

Canvas

~

B. B.

Boots at 8::;cts.
Boys' ditto, 75 cts.
Gent's
Serge
Prince
Albert,
85 cts.
Gent's Dress
Lace Button
and Con2
2
gress, $r.75, $ - 00 ana $ -5°L:trge
stock
of those
warranted
Kids at $. 2, and many other grades.
Also the

and

THE BEWILDERED
SPECTATOR.
--AND--

In the last issue of the Livermore
Falls
Ne"·s, "-as an item signed SPECT.\TOR,
"·hich if it had been reasonably
true. You can hardly keep house
without
would have been passed unnoticed.
But it.
You will always find a full line,
so glaring and erroneous were the state- and sold at Rock Bottom,
at the
menls that if the gentlema11ly spectator
knew no better it would be policy for him
to get posted before \1-riting items for the
press, for in a half-column item there wa,;
but one true statement.
A PARTIClP,\XT.
.

30 cent Molasses.

The latest venture in l\Iaine journalism
comes to us from Lisbon Falls-The
Lisbon Obsen-er-published
by Cone and
Thorn.
It is a 7-colurnn folio, neat in
appearance, and well filled with local matters. :May it receiYe the patronage it deserves, and become of great value to its
locality as well as its publishers.

OUR NEIGHBORS.
LIVERMORE
FALLS.
JcLY 21.-::\Irs. R. A. Carver is quite ill.
J.\[iss Cora ~tinchtield has returned from
Port Allaga111a. Pa., where she has been
stopping with her brother for some time
past.
I
::\Ir. Geo. Currier has been engaged to
teach the fall term of the free high school
at this place.
J
The young folks held a picnic at :\loose
!Iii! last Wednesday.
:\Ir. F. :\1. Hacker h:ts hi-; new clothing
manufactory about ready to start up.
I
::\Iiss Yictoria St. Clair is at home for a 1
short time.
She has recently finished a
verv successful term of school at Brettun's
:vii!ls.
j
The free high school° at ~o. Livermore
"·ill commence August 30, to be taught by
;\Ir. :YI. H. Small of \Vil ton.
I
Sunday afternoon a boat containing four
boys and one man capsized in the river_
All clung to the boat, and managed
to

I

JOB

PRINTIN
--.AT

THE--
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WHYIS THISTHUS.
"There

comes

a time

when

silence

ceases to be a virtue."
\Ve believe that
.
h f ll .
d . h
t11ne as u y npene wit us, and as there
seems to be no virtue or hope in continued
silence, for the correction of certain abuses
of official power and the dealing out of justice,we therefore make known these abuses
to our readers, and leave them and the
public to locate the fault and apply the
remedy.
The Oxfo rd County officials have so controlled the probate advertising that in the
3 1-2 years since th e e st ablishing of the
TELEPIIOXE not a single probate notice
has appeared in its columns.
\Ye make
the statement thus boldly and plainly, because we are prepared to prove the assertion. ·we do not accuse all the county officers, nor any particular
one, but facts
that we do possess show that part of the
probate advertising that properly and justly should appear in the TELEPHOXE, not\\·i thst anding the repeated request of those
concerned in the matter to be published,
has regardless of this request been sent to
ano th er paper.
In the early days of the TELEPHOXE a
person in Hartford who was executor ofa
will requested of the Register of Probate
that his.notice be sent to the TELEPIIOXE
for publication as its circulation would best
serve notice to all parties interested.
The
notice appeared in another
paper, and
"·eeks after the executor called at our oflice to inquire into the matter, and onlylearned that the notice had ever been published by referring to our exchange copy
of the paper containing it. \Ve stated the
fact in a subsequent
issue, which called
out an article in the Oxford Democrat
signed by "JUSTICE," giving certain reasons "-hy it was not advisable to publish
legal notices in "an obscure paper."
The
circulation of the TELEPIIOXE was then
rising 500, and nothing would bar it from
su~h notices except a ruling by the Judge
that it was not sufficiently "established"
to constitute a legal advertising medium.
\\'e dropped the matter then, trusting to
time for the bringing
of justice.
Time
has made our list of subscribers
nearly
1000. has established the TELEl'l!OXE on
a firm and paying basis, giving it a circulation in Eastern Oxford of four times the
number of copies of both the Oxford Democrat and ::S-orway Advertiser.
But we
have failed to :;ce justice in the matter.
:Nearly all the probate ac'.vcrtising has been

prospers. and has become established
on
a firm basis, even "·ithout the assistance
of probate advertising.
Therefore, brethren -, if )'Ou want your notices to aJ)!)ear in
•
the paper that circulates most among your
. b
d f • cl
d
•
netg 1l ors an
nen s, an one, t 1mt IS not
liable to collapse, see th at th ey are sent to
th e TELEPI!OXE.
But because we can live wi th0 ut th is
business, we do not propose to permit that
which rightfully
belongs .to us to be
wrongfully taken away, without raising an
objection.
\Ve have remained silent three
years, hoping and striving to adjust the
\\-rang in a quiet way, making no public
complaint.
All this has failed because the
'·machine"
is made to run in only one
groove.
~ow we submit to our friends.
if there is not_ reaso_n fo_r c~mplaint, and
trust their desire to see 1ust1ce meted out
to themselves and.us. will enforce a correction of the present abuse of official
trust.
For the information of our readers and
business men who desire to advertise in
the paper that is the mo~t read in the easte1n part of Oxford County, as well a,
some County officials who claim that no
paper is worthy of their recognition
except the Oxford Democrat, we publish figures showing the number of copies each
of the Car.ton TELEPIIOXE, Korway Advcrtiur·and
Oxford DeJJ1ocrat, taken at
the several postoffices in Eastern Oxford.
·while these figures may not be absolutely
correct now or at some future date, the
comparison ,ms made but a few mon\hs
ago, and each paper is credited with the
actual number of cop ks deli,·ered to regular subscribers in a given week:-

I

•

cts. and 2,000 miles for 100 cts. or $1, and wo'.k th:ir w,1y to the shore ':·here they TELEPHONE
OFFICE
3,000 miles for $1.50. At two cents per arnverl 111 a somewhat wet cond1t1011.
ton per mile each one should ride ro
E. H. A.
__
miles for r cent, 100 miles for ro cents,
• E~
.... n1.· xf-iel'l
.. s._
~
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1
r,ooo miles for 00 cents or $1, and 3,000
JULY 19_ \Velcome rain, although haymiles for $ 3 . Two cents per ton per
I
ing is at a standstill.
Crops in this vicint
20
mile, _vou muS remember means
cents ity were suffering greatly on account
of
'
per car of lO tons freight
capacity per drou th prices ■
600
nd
mile or $
per car "overla
" or
~1ite
a severe hailstorm
has passed'
tran,continental.-TVill
D. Southworth,
over this place. Judging
from what I
in Creston (Ia.) Advocate.
hear from so short a notice, it has done
considerable
damage
by cutting
down
DE\T.:l:IN A RAVINE.
corn and potatoes and stripping
leaves
and fruit from apple trees.
One house,
The famou;; snow arch in Tuckerman's
that of Mr. Jonas Severy, had fifteen panes
1
ravine admired every summer by visitors
of glass broken ciut. IIail stones half as
was the scene of the saddest cal;mity that large as hens' eggs fell.
• I
;\Iount \\·a,hington
has witnessed
for
Chas. !Iall lost a nice three-year-old
many years. a1~d a promising
young l'.fe colt the other day that he valued at two
"ent out unde1 the shadow of the grarnte hundred dollars, by breaking
his leg in
• cliff. A party of ele,·en, six ladies, four the pasture.
j
gentlemen and a boy of fifteen, nearly all
\Vill llis·cock, "·ho has been at work in
from Boston, dro,·e in the morning
from a can. ning factory at :'sew 1'Iills. ~ew ,
E. C .. Philbrook',
grove cottage, in Shel- Brunswick, has arnvcd home.
bourne, to Ben O-good's
"castle"
near
Dana Hall is spendinu
his nlcation 1
Crystal Cacade, and ,miked the Appala- frorn college at his father's~ \Varren Ilall 's, I
chian path to the snow arch.
The arch helping him secure his hay.
"·as about 100 feet long and seemed firm
J. K. Lyford and wife have returned
enough to Jast several "·eeks.
The party from the Rangeley lakes, where they have
had lunched when the best climber among been Yisiting friends and relatives.
them decided to ,rnlk to Mount \VashingA little ,on of Geo. Holman's fell from 1 _
_ _____
_
ton and back, his friends agreeing to the high beams in the barn of Samuel
Stat
N
l S h
await his return.
Ile began to ascend the \Valker.
Ile. carried his arm in a sling in
orma
precipitous path, and was out of sight of consequence.
:No bones were broken.
the party, when a sudden cry reached him
\Vm. \V. Carver, lately orda111ed to the
Tuition
Free.
and to his horror, he disco\'ered
that the gospel ministry, has gone ,,·ith his family
The Fall Term will commence Tuesday
arch had fallen, burying underneath it two to Orr's Island, Harpswell, where he has Aug. 31 , 1886. For Catalogues, Informa:
of the party, who had ventured to explore the charge of two churches, one situated
tion, Rooms and Board, address the Prin.
11113° ____
its depths.- The missing ones were l\Iiss on Great Island, so I have been told.
G~- C. PURRINGTON.
Pierce of Xew Bedford and Sewall Faunce May success attend him, is the wish
of Boston, a fifteen year old son of Mr. his people.
Postoili.ce,
TEL. Anv.
DEM.
B.
Faunce of the law firm of \Viggin and
BuckfieldVillage, Me,
II
137
10
Canton,
No. TURNER.
Faunce, School street, Boston.
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0
Canton Pt.,
Ofii<·c
at Re:,,;i<le-nce
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The
young
lady
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neac
the
edge
of
12
Dixfield,
8
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Jn,v 2.3. :Mis, Katie Keen has returned
Where al orders should be left and his
Dixfield Ctr.,
13
the fallen mass, and.she was quickly- re· home from :Mass. A heavy thunder
and whereabouts ascertained.
' 3-9
Dickvale,
8
4
leased, though seriously injured. but the shower passed over No. Turnei· Monday
E. Dixfield,
0
poor boy was b,,ried under the heaviest
afternoon, lightening striking in several
.
E. Peru,
20
part of the arch and wa, wholly
lost to places, but domg no damage.
E. Rumford,
I A fam_1ly of 6 or S to board through the
13
4
3
E. Sumner,
24
S. H. Marston and Mark Phinney
will season, 111a count!·y farm house.
None
sight.
The snow was packed together
7
9
Gilbertville,
2
16
0
with the solidity of ice, and efforts to pen- start \Vednesday for Long Island, where need apply but_qu1et pe~pl~- Address
Hartford,
zs
.
.
;\1Rs. HENJ. Si\unr,
3
etrate it with tools were fruitless.
,\fter they ,nil camp and fish for a few "·eeks.
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Box roo, Laconia, :N. H.
:\lexico,
8
23
nearly half on hour's hard work the lifePeru.
I
0
s
\Vest Peru,
6
24
Dickisha:again.
MIKE.
!Envelopes.
less
form
•
of
the
unfortunate
boy
was
7
--Totals,--39o
52
found and taken out. llis death had evi_.
est Sumner.
[11 sto(;k at the Telepl1onc Office. which
Parties doing business at Court who dently been instantaneous,
crushed as he
Miss Mary Noyes passed away the 19th, will be turni;;h('<l all pri11tf'(l. at Lowest
wish to have legal notices of any kind pub- was under tons of ice and snow.
after a lingering illness from consumption.!
Price:~- l.(•tt_er Hearl~, :Note H~acl~, a1Hl
~enrl now.
lished in the TELEPIIO~E should rcmcmThis sad accident was the first fatality Miss Koy, was a fine young lady, and ex- ~ k1~1clsb11s111essstat1onf'ry.
bcr our rates are only about two-thirds as for many years on ;,.rount \Vashington,
emplnry christian.
Our loss is her sweet I
orothers,whowish toe<amme
much as the Democrat charges.
Also, if and the only one ever recurring in Tuck- gain.
The funeral will be on \Vcdncsday
this paper.or obtai~ estimates
there is any quibbling over your request erman's
ravine-an
extroadinary
fact, at the Baptist church, of which she was a on advertising space ;hen ,n Chicago, will f,nd ,ton file at
5
to send notice to the TEI.EPl!ON~;, you considering the dangers of the locality. worthy member.
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